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ABSTR.L\CT

The DOSTTechnical Working Committee (TWe) on Technology Tran er and its
Information, Education, and Communication (IEC) Group planned an carried out a
number of initiatives for the promotion and advocacy of the "Techn logy Transfer
Act of 2009", a landmark legislative proposal now awaiting the appr val of the
President that lays the framework for the productive technology tra sfer efforts in
the country.

For 2009, the IECGroup successfully sustained its coordinate press releases
and coordination. These activities were able to drumbeat to the me ia and enhance
awareness to stakeholders and legislators on the need for a technol gy transfer
policy. These efforts contributed largely to the legislative success ga ned at the
Senate despite procedural impediment.

However, it is recognized that the pace of legislative work ca not be rushed
owing to the hectic demands on our legislators. For this reason, the embers of the
TWC and the IECGroup have taken it upon themselves to adjust to t e limited
windows of opportunities being opened to directly confer with legis ators especially
from the Senate.

On the whole, the project is shaping up to be a case study fo harmonious
interagency coordination and collaboration. It is worth noting that a I agencies and
personalities involved in this project generously contributed their ti e, efforts, and
resources to achieve a common goal.

This first quarter of 2010, the TWC and PCARRDare optimisti that the
Technology Transfer Bill will be enacted into a full-fledged national s atute that shall
be known as the Philippine Technology Transfer Act of 2009 that w uld ultimately
drive our national innovation to become another powerhouse in the region.
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INTRODUCTION

The Technology Transfer Bill or Senate Bill 3416 (formerly H.B. 5208 a d S.B.1721), a
OOSTpriority legislative initiative, seeks to promote and facilitate th transfer,
dissemination, and use of technologies and knowledge resulting fro government-
funded research and development (R&D). This initiative was deemed necessary
because our current system of technology transfer is characterized b the following:
a lack of well-defined and unifying policy on technology transfer; ins fficient
investment in technology transfer and commercialization; weak priv te-public
collaboration in R&D and commercialization; and lack of well-defined IP regimes in
R&'Oinstitutions.

Over the years, such conditions have brought about a low rat of patent
application as well as a slow pace of introduction of locally-develope innovations to
the market, as seen in the latest results of the Global Competitivene s Surveys. The
key now is to strengthen the system by removing the barriers that hi der its most
important sectors (government, academe, and private industry) fro working
harmoniously particularly on integrated technology transfer and on acilitating the
flow of IPRassets toward commercial applicability.

As such, the Biff shall serve as the framework to enhance and pur technology
generation and application in the country through efficient and coor inated transfer
capabifity and intellectual property assertions. Conscious of these n eds, a favorable
environment for institutionalizing IP protection and utifization and it eventual
commercialization is our immediate priority. Thus, the Technology T nsfer Biff was
born.

At the forefront of this legislative initiative is no less than 00 T Secretary
Estrella F.Alabastro, who patiently pushed for its enactment during er
administration. Because of its viability and potential in driving innov tion in the
country, the Tech Transfer Bill is seen as a landmark legacy for the S T sector.

The beginnings of the tech transfer legislative agenda can be traced when
OOST Special Order No. 265 dated 04 July 2006 created a D ST inter-agency
committee that was tasked to conduct consultations with national stakeholders and
shepherd the ratification of a technology transfer law.

Coordinated by PCARRD, the DOST technical working co
composed of the following members:

Dr. Albert P.Aquino (PCARRD)- Chair
Dr. Bessie M. Burgos (PCARRO)- Vice-Chair
Engr. Raul Sabularse (PCIERD)
Oir. Bernie Justimbaste (PES)
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Mr. Tomas B. Brinas (TAP!)
Ms. Merlita M. Opefia (PCHRD)
Ms. Aida A Anzaldo (!TD!)
Ms. Maridon O. Sahagun (PCASTRD)
Mr. Aristotle Carandang (NAST)
Ms. Anita G. Tidon (PCARRD) - Secretariat

To partner with the TWC in its advocacy thrusts, DOST Sec etary Estrella F.
Alabastro issued Special Order No. 266 and Special Order No. 266-A n 12 June and 24
October 2007, respectively, that constituted the IEC Group. Its mem ers are:

Mr. Aristotle P. Carandang (NA5T) - Chair
Mr. Alan C. Taule (STll) - Secretariat-In-Charge
Mr. Ruel 5. Pagcaliwagan (PCARRD)
Mr.RoeIA.Sancho(PE5)
Mr. Albert G. Marino (PClERD)
Ms. Ulyann L. Carticiano (PCHRD)
Ms. Madeline V. Ricafrente (PCAMRD)
Ms. Mona Carina E. Montevirgen (5Tll)
Mr. Paul Jersey G. Leron (PCARRD)
Ms. M. Elena T. Tabangcura (PClERD)
Mr. Vincent John H. Tumlos (PCHRD)

The IEC Group is specifically tasked to:

1. Formulate IEC campaign for the policy framework on tec nology transfer;
2. Create IEC materials on the policy framework and advoca yactivities;
3. Coordinate the D05T and TWC efforts with va ious concerned

stakeholders; and
4. Establish and strengthen partnership with the print, bro dcast, and cyber

media.

Banking on PCARRD's commitment to policy analysis and ad cacy as a viable
means in boosting science and technology in general, and the AFNR ector in
particular, the legislative policy advocacy and public awareness of t e Bill have been
lodged to PCARRD since its formulation in 2006. PCARRD leads the 05T TWC
through its Socio-Economics Research Division (SERD) and Policy Ad ocacy Group
(PAG). SERD Director Dr. Albert P. Aquino spearheads the DOST-wi e Technical
Working Committee (TWC) on Technology Transfer.

The TWC, through the IEC Group and PCARRD, currently impl ments the
project, "Implementing the Information, Education and Communica ion Campaign
Plan for Legislative Advocacy and Awareness Campaign for the Technology Transfer
Bill- Phase II" (Appendix 1.0).
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The Group's advocacy activities are covered by the Communic tion Plan that
the TWC, in consultation with communication officers from DOSTag ncies, had
earlier finalized in a workshop held in late 2007 and revised the folIo' ing year year.

Following the ratification of the House of Representatives of i s version of the
technology transfer bill in November 2008, PCARRDhas proactively ushed for the
Senate advocacy as early as January 2009. Two years into the legislat ve process, the
bill has finally reached the Senate floor under the Committee on Trad and
Commerce chaired by Sen. Manuel 'Mar' Roxas II.

What originally began as a proposed policy framework on tec nology transfer
has today evolved into a full-blown legislative proposal with the of icial title of uAn
Act Promoting the Transfer of Technologies and Knowledge fro Research and
Development (R&D) Funded by Government," or simply as the "Tee nology Transfer
Act of 2008." The bill is sponsored by House Representative Josep Emilio A. Abaya
o" District, Cavite) as House Bill 3270 and Senator Edgardo J. Ang ra as Senate Bill
1721.

The Senate version of this Bill has undergone a number of r finements since
its introduction into the joint Committees on Trade and Commerce and Science and
Technology hearing last 27 May 2009. At the committee level, a T chnical Working
Group (hereinafter referred to as the Senate-TWG) was organiz d composed of
technical experts from DOST,DA, DENR, DND, DOH, CHED,IP Philip ines, and the UP
System for the purpose of reviewing and, when necessary, ame ding the salient
provisions of the bill's original draft. DOST was represented by U dersecretary for
S&T Services Fortunato dela Pena (who was also appointed TWG hair), Dr. Albert
Aquino and Dr. Bessie Burgos of PCARRD,and Dir. Bernie Justimb ste of the DOST
Planning and Evaluation Service.

After undergoing close scrutiny and revisions by the Senate- G, the bill was
re-filed and renamed SB3416. This was passed on to the Senate Co mittee on Trade
and Commerce chaired by Senator Manuel "Mar" A. Roxas.

Despite delays and temporary setbacks, a critical success fac
level was the DOSTjoint legislative advocacy and popular awarenes campaigns
through the inter-agency TWC on Tech Transfer and the IECGroup, i s spin-off
partner.

The Senate plenary approved the Bill in third and final readin last December 1

with an exceptional support from Senator Roxas and Sen. Edga do J. Angara as
principal-sponsors and Sen. Loren Legarda, Sen. Zubiri, Sen. Aquili 0 Pimentel, Sen.
Pia Cayetano, Sen. Jinggoy Estrada, and Sen. Gregorio Honasan, and Sen. Panfilo
Lacson as co-sponsors.
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Accordingly, the House of Representatives adopted the S nate version on
December 15 to avert the tedious Bi-Cameral Conference Committ e deliberations.
This also signaled the BiI!'s ratification in Congress.

This report cited the support extended by DOST, PCARRD,P IERD, PCASTRD,
and PCHRD in providing their resources to implement the plan.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS

For the first quarter of 2009, overall efforts for the project were gear d on linkaging
with key individuals who can facilitate and expedite the passage of the Bill. The
DOST-TWCand IECGroup worked closely with the Senate Committee on Trade and
Commerce and the Office of Sen. Roxas in the coordination of the Co mittee
hearings and plenary sessions, as well as the publicity for the Bill.

The IECGroup has actively developed and sustained press rei ases and other
reference materials during representations on the Bill in conferences Regular press
releases and media guides were circulated through PCARRD,DOST, cience and
Technology Information Institute, S&T Committee of the House of R presentatives,
Intellectual Property Office Philippines, and partners from governme t and the
private sector.

It extended technical assistance to Rep. Joseph Emilio A. Aba a by shaping his
presentation of the Bill before the 2

nd National Conference on IP and Technology
Commercialization last April. Other materials were also presented at he
Filipinnovation Meeting, Philippine National Health Research System Week, among
others. These activities were able to reach their target audience to t e media and
enhance awareness to stakeholders and legislators on the need for technology
transfer policy, and contributed largely to the legislative success sco ed thus far.

The use of online media was, and continues to be exploited t the fullest
through emails, instant messaging, online groups, blogsites, and we sites. For
example, the use of electronic or e-groups allowed members of the IEC,DOSTTWC
and the Senate TWG to discuss, plan, and make revisions on the dra bill even
without face-to-face meetings.

However, it is recognized that the pace of legislative work ca not be rushed
owing to the 24/7 demands on the duly elected lawmakers of the St te. Despite a
good start this year, it was only in May 27 that the Senate Committe approved the
Bill with refinements.

For this reason, the members of the TWC and the IECGroup ave taken it
upon themselves to adjust to the limited windows of opportunities eing opened to
directly confer with legislators especially from the Senate; neverthel ss, some
activities have yet to take off beyond the planning stage owing to t e unavailability
of our Senators.

The bill was able to carve significant inroads especially at the Senate because
of the well-executed strategies embodied in the IECPlan. By replica ing its earlier
success at the House of Representatives and by retooling its IECst tegies and
approaches given the dynamics in Senate, key persons who are inst umental in
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facilitating the passage of the bill were identified. Particularly, the TW through
PCARRDmaintained close coordination and communication with key taff of Sen.
Roxas and the Committee in-charge of the Bill.

The persistence and consistency of the TWC and the IECgrou through the
DOST-TWCsecretariat was a critical factor in the swift movement at t e Senate.
Moreover, with Rep. Abaya at the forefront proved to be successful. enetrating the
Senate and identifying the champions there was nevertheless worth hile since
Roxas and Abaya have the same vision.

Meanwhile, the new level of advocacy of the Bill has paved th
sets of partners and collaborators. Among which were the Philippine ssociation of
State Universities and Colleges (PA5UC), Chamber of Herballndustri s of the
Philippines (CHIPI), various lined government agencies and the privat sector. On the
long term, the joint legislative advocacy also established strategic rei tionships with
congressional entities at the Committee level.

The legislative advocacy campaign is up and active even durin congressional
recess. Maximizing PCARRD'snational R&D network, TWC and IECG up
orchestrated the solicitation of support from across partner agencie in the region
composed of regional consortia agencies, state colleges and universi ies, local
government units, local development councils, small and medium en erprises and
private sector partners. A manifesto of support coming from the br adest
stakeholders of the proposed legislation was submitted to the Com ittee in the
hope of expediting its movement. This culminated in seeking the ce ification from
Malacafian certifying the Bill as urgent.
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A. Public Awareness

In order to reach as many hearts and minds that wi!! support the 051's legislative
agenda, the TWC and IEC group tapped mass media (print, ra io, TV, and the
Internet) to convey the main features of the bill and the reasons for ts urgency. Here
are the accomplishments:

a. Press/Media Activity and Releases

1. Regular press releases and media guides were circulated trough PCARRD,
DOST, Science and Technology Information Institute, S&T C mmittee of the
House of Representatives, Intellectual Property Office Philippines, and
partners from government and the private sector.

2. The use of online media was, and continues to be, exploi d to the fullest
through emails, instant messaging, online groups, blogsites, nd websites. For
example, the use of electronic or e-groups allowed member of both the IEC
and the HOR-TWGto discuss, plan, and make revisions on t e draft bill even
without face-to-face meetings.

3. Copies of the Bill were furnished to interested parties suc as teachers and
college professors, government and private sector person el/organizations,
government officials, media, etc.

b. Consultation and Site Visit

1. Coordinated the visit of Senate technical staff to research nd development
institutes (RDls) and government funding agencies (GFAs around the Los
Banos Science Community, namely: the Institute of Plan B eeding, National
Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology (BIOTE H), International
Rice Research Institute (lRRI) and PCARRD. This visit wa crucial to their
understanding of actual R&D, technology generation and te hnology transfer
processes. This led them to fully appreciate the objectiv s of the Bill and
pursue its approval.

2. Distributed IECmaterials and provided a briefing to Socio-E onomics experts
and project partners of PCARRD Socio-Economics Resear Division during
the SERDJoint Program Review, 2-5 June, Dumaguete City.

B. Representation

1. Briefing on the Bill for the Filipinovation TWG; 17 May 200 ; BOI Conference
Room, SOI-DTI, Makati City.
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The members of the TWG and the IEC group presented to Rep. Abaya the
draft legislative framework, which eventually formed the asis for the Bill.
See Appendix 1.9 for the copy of the presentation.

2. Meeting on the movement of the Tech Transfer Bill in enate with the
legislative and technical staff of Sen. Mar Roxas, 8 January 2009; Senate of
the Philippines

Dr. Albert P. Aquino (PCARRD), Dr. Bessie M. Burgos (PCA RD), Dir. Bernie
Justimbaste (DOST-PES), Ms. Anita Tidon and Mr. Pa I Jersey Leron
(PCARRD) met with to Atty. Bias Viterbo of the office of Se ator Roxas. The
visiting group also furnished copies reference materials 0 the Bill. Please
see Appendix 1.8 for briefing highlights.

3. Presentation of the Bill to the Senate Committee on Trad and Commerce,
27 May 2009, CM Recto Hall, Senate of the Philippines.

Dr. Bessie Burgos (PCARRD) presented the salient provisio s of the Bill, with
Committee Chair Sen. Manuel Roxas and member Sen Panfilo Lacson
present. Secretary Estrella F. Alabastro was present durin the deliberation
along with members of the IEC group, TWC, heads of D ST councils and
RDls. Also present were representatives from the DA, DEN ,DOH, DND and
CHED. The Bill was approved by the Committee and USe . De la Pena was
tasked to head the Senate Technical Working Group that would revise the
Bill. SeeAppendix 2.0.

4. Active participation at the Senate-TWG meetings to put th bill into sharper
focus. Undersecretary Dela Pefia and members of the WC represented
DOST in this inter-agency group. Also present in th meetings were
representatives from the Departments of Agriculture, Energy, Natural
Resources, Interior and Local Governments, National Defe se, Health Local,
Science and Technology; UP system; PASUC;NCIP; CHED, nd private sector
representatives.

Through the coordination of the Senate Trade and Com erce Committee
staff & PCARRD Secretariat, several workshops at the enate and DOST
were conducted on May 27; June 24; July 9 and July 17. he TWC and IEC
Group assisted the Committee in these sessions.

5. Second National Conference on Intellectual Property and Technology
Commercialization, 22-24 May 2009, Peninsula Hotel M nila, Makati City
(Organized by IPO Philippines and US Department of Trad

Members of the TWC and IECGroup attended the event. ep. Joseph Emilio
Abaya presented the on the second day of the plen ry sessions and
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discussed the salient features of "Technology Transfer Act of 2008"

(Appendix 1.3). He served as discussant in the ensuing f rum. Dr. Albert
Aquino meanwhile served as moderator.

9. Meeting with Socio-EconomicExperts and Project Partners uring the SERD
Simultaneous Project Review workshops; 2-5 June 2009, NO SU-Dumaguete
City.

Distributed copies of the updated version of the Bill and lEC aterials.

C. Legislative Advocacy

1. Worked closely with the Senate Trade and Commerce C mmittee in the
coordination and publicity of the Bill, as well as with the 0 ice of Sen. Mar
Roxas during TWG workshops; provided technical as istance to the
Committee by preparing the presentation materials and dis ribution to TWC
members; and provided technical assistance to the propon nts, Sen. Roxas
(Appendix 1.5)and Angara during the Plenary deliberations.

2. Planned a Legislative Forum at the Senate with NASTand nate Trade and
Commerce Committee asco-organizers.

To set in motion the Bill at the Senate, a Legislative Fo um was initially
planned. However due to time constraints and adjustments n strategies, the
forum did not push through.

3. Copies of the manifesto of support from stakeholders w re furnished to
Senators Mar Roxasand Edgardo Angara and PLLO.

After soliciting manifesto of support from various stakeho ders around the
country, copies were furnished to concerned offices, in p rticular, PLLO to
request the President to certify the Bill as urgent.

4. Meetings/communication with Senate (secretariat, committe s, and staff)

The DOST-TWC Secretariat consistently communicated with the staff
concerned and visited the Senate as regards the status and ovement of the
Bill. This in turn proved beneficial as far as establishing rap ort and working
relationship with them and pushing for the Bill beyond the usually long
legislative routes.
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D. Papers/Publications

1. Deve!oped technical and presentation papers and speeches f br Rep. Abaya i
conferences and forum focusing on the Bill and the teet nology transfe
advocacy in general.

The IEC Group prepared his presentation during the 2nd Natioi al Workshop 0

IP and Technology Commercialization on April 21-23, 200( at the Manil
Peninsula Hotel, Makati City.

E. Media Exposure

Media Title/Date Organizatlon Remarks
Newspaper, "Proposed law to benefit Philippine Daily r ews article
online (see local technologies" by Inquirer/
Appendix Alexander Vil/afania, INQUIRER.net:

1.2 for links) September 21

House passes technology The Philippine Star l~ews article
transfer bill" by Rudy

Fernandez, July 20

Appendix 1.4.3
"Roxas pushes bill on RP Manila Bulletin +ews article

technology" by Rol/y
Carandang, September 18

Appendix 1.4.2
The Philippine Star News article

"Consultations on tech
transfer bill held", October

18 (Appendix 1.4.1)
Institutional Upholding public interest, PCARRD Website QID

Website January 2009

(see
Appendix

1.2 for links)
PCARRD participates in IP PCARRD Website QID
and tech transfer, May

2009

Tech transfer bill PCARRD Website QID
legislative consultation,

September 2009

Tech Transfer Bill PCARRD Website QID
approved in Congress,

awaits PGMA nod,
February 2009
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makabagong panahon",

Rapi005T
Newsletter

Newsletter "Technology Transfer Act:
lnobasyon para sa

by STII-005T, January
2010

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND LESSONS LEARNED

Challenges

Bpnner Story

• Identifying key persons at the Senate who are instrumental in facilitating the
passage of the bill within the year 2009

• Familiarizing on legislative procedures and protocol at the Ser ate
• Penetrating the Presidential Legislative Liaison Office and sec ure certification

to certify the bill as urgent.

lessons learned

• The bill can truly be considered a successful collective undertz king since it
derived contributions from agencies and organizations within and outside the
005T sphere, most notably, the HOR, IP Philippines, OA, OEN~, OOH, ONO,
CHEOand the UP System in reviewing and revising the form ahd content of
the legislative proposal. Moreover, a lot of interest has been generated by
the work of the OOST-TWCand the support they gathered fre mother 005T
agencies.

• Working within the same "clan" or family works, especially in requesting and
justifying financial support from the OOSTcouncils. Resource mobilization has
been easy for the advocacy group given the strong support 0 top 005T
officials and councils. As a major policy initiative in the sereno community,
support for the approval of the Bill has been attracting generous contribution
from 005T councils, specifically PCASTRD,PCIERDand PCHRD to be utilized
for advocacy activities. This year, they contributed a total of :>550, 000
broken down as follows: PCA5TRO- P250, 000, PCIERO- P2 0, 000 and
PCHRD- P100,000.

• On the whole, the project is shaping up to be a case study for harmonious
interagency coordination and collaboration. It is worth notiru that all agencies
and personalities involved in this project generously contribu ed their time,
efforts, and resources to achieve a common goal. The projec may become
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the template for future interagency collaboration especially i policy
development and advocacy

• The TWC espoused the dynamics of inter-agency cooperatio in policy
advocacy. Earlier assessments referred the success of this in tiative as a
landmark experience on collaboration at the DOSTlevel and ay become the
template for future inter-agency collaboration especially in p Iicy
development and advocacy. This initiative has also demonstr ted the
capability of PCARRDand other DOSTagencies as secreta ria to coordinate
policy initiatives of this magnitude.

CONCLUSIONS

The Bill was able to carve significant inroads in Congress, first at the House of
Representatives and for 2009, at the Senate. This is due to he well-executed
strategies embodied in the IEC Plan as well as the legislative adv cacy component.
Ultimate proof to this is the approval of the bill at the Senate an by Congress just
before the year ended.

Regardless of target audience, a coordinated and sustai ed IEC campaign
takes on added importance at this critical stage of the bill's atification into a
Republic Act. Indeed, IECis a crucial ingredient in harmonizing the fforts involved in
pushing the legislative agenda set forth by the TWC, as well a in generating a
groundswell of popular support among stakeholders and policy ma ers.

Meanwhile, the legislative advocacy being pushed by the I Group and TWC
have incurred much dedication and exerted extra time and resources to penetrate
the Senate. This proved that a good combination of public aware ess and strategic
legislative advocacy campaign makes wonders as far as the dious legislative
process is concerned.
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PHOTO ESSAY

Rep. Joseph Emilio Abaya (center) posed for a souv nir photo
with D05T officials after HOR's adoption of the 5en te version
of the Tech Transfer Bill last December 9·

Sen. Edgardo Angara, co-sponsor of the
Bill delivers the sponsorship speech of 5B
3416.

Dr. Albert P.Aq ino, SERDdirector
confers with Se . Juan Miguel Zubiri
about the bill.
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Sen. Mar Roxas presides over the hearing on S.B. No. 172 under
the Committee on Trade and Commerce

DOSTSecretary Estrella F.Alabastro explains to the Com ittee a
portion of the Bill during the hearing of the Committee or Trade
and Commerce on May 27.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1.0 Project Proposal for Funding of the lEe Group

Rationale

The proposed law on technology transfer advocated by the DOSTT chnical Working
Committee on Technology Transfer primarily aims to promote a d facilitate the
transfer, dissemination, and use of technologies and knowledg resulting from
government-funded R&D. It likewise provides for a national backbone and
framework that would push technology generation and application to its maximum
potential through efficient and coordinated transfer capability and intellectual
property assertions around the country.

Officially, "An Act Promoting the Transfer of Technologies and now/edge from
Research and Development (R&D) funded by Government", the bill is sponsored by
Rep. Joseph Emilio A. Abaya (1st District, Cavite) at the House of Re esentatives and
Sen. Edgardo J. Angara in Senate.

Since its filing in Congress in 2007, the Bill has already gone a long w y. The House of
Representatives last November 2008 have approved House Bill 5208

Instrumental to this development is the joint legislative advocac and awareness
campaigns conducted by DOST through the agency-wide Te hnical Working
Committee and the Information, Education and communication (IEC Group this year.

However, its Senate counterpart has not been moving significantly Indeed, there is
still much to be done and pursued in the advocacy and awareness ca paigns. Various
activities and materials in the IECPlan are still lined up for implemen ation.

Thus, a coordinated and sustained IEC campaign is deemed import nt at this critical
stage of legislation. The awareness campaign will be focused in t e senate where
deliberation is set to ensue when and after the House approved thei version.

Indeed, IEC is essential in harmonizing the efforts involved in pushi g the legislative
agenda set forth by the rwc. IECcampaign is meant to spur the spi it of advocacy to
create a groundswell of popular support among the stakeholders an policy makers.

In fact, by virtue of Special Order No. 266, series of 2007 dated Ju e 12 and Special
Order No. 266-A dated October 24, DOST Secretary Estrella F. Alab stro constituted
the IECGroup composed of the following members:
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Aristotle P.Carandang (NAST) - Chair
Alan C. Tau!e (ST!!)- Secretariat-in-Charge
Ruel S. Pagcaliwagan (PCARRD)
Role A. Sancho (PES)
Albert Marino (PCIERD)
Ulyann Carticiano (PCHRD)
Madeline V. Ricafrente (PCAMRD)
Mona Carina E.Montevirgen (sru)
Paul Jersey G. Leron (PCARRD)
Ma. Elena T. Tabangcura (PCIERD)
Vincent John Tumlos (PCHRD)

The D05T Technical Working Committee chaired by PCARRDserves s the adviser of
the group.

Specifically, the IECGroup is tasked to:

5. Formulate the lEC campaign plan for the policy framewo on technology
transfer;

6. Create IECmaterials on the policy framework and advocacy a tivities;
7. Coordinate the D05T and TWC efforts with various concern d stakeholders;

and
8. Establish and strengthen partnership with the print, broa cast and cyber

media.

The IEC Plan formulated last year serves as basis for the i plementation of
the campaign of the IEC group. For 2008, the Group succes fully conducted
coordinated IEC activities (press/media briefing, radio and TV inte iews) and came
up with various IEC materials, among other, frequently asked que ions, as a policy
brief, fact sheets, and press releases. However, the slow and rig rous process of
legislation is beyond control. Extra efforts exerted to cope with limited time and
resources proved to be in vain, rendering various activiti s still up for
implementation. Hence, this proposal.

Objective:

This proposal aims to sustain the implementation of the re aining activities
embodied in the lEe Plan to shore up the advocacy and awareness ampaign for the
Bill, particularly at the Senate.

Methodology:
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Based on the IEC Plan and accomplishment for 2008, this prop sal covers the
continuation of the remaining lined activities in the campai n proper and
imnlpmpnt:::.tif"ln f"lfthp nf"l~t r:::.mn:::.iern ::>rti"iti",,, ::>"~hf"l\.vn in th", fr.llr\\ liner·
II •• ,....._ ••• _ ••••••..••..• ...., •• ...., ••..••.•••. t"-..J" --"'t-'-Ib"' ""."''''_-', J ...••• ....,,, .•• I II •.••• 1_ ,_I • ....., 1"0'

Major Activities

1. Preparation and production of IEC materials (for print, broa cast and cyber
media)

2. Meetings with reporters/editors (multimedia)
3. Dissemination of lEe materials (stakeholders, policymakers)
4. Media Conference
5. Legislative Forum

Key Messages in the IEC Materials

• Salient provisions of the Bill.
• Benefits of the bill to researchers, R&D institutions, funding a encies, public
• DOSTadvocates for an enabling policy environment on techn logy transfer, IP

management and S&T policy making

lEC Materials

• News and feature articles/press release
• Policy brief
• Flash presentations
• Fact sheet

Other Strategies
• Identify more champions outside DOSTsystem, especially in ongress
• One-on-one meetings with media people and visits to media utfits
• Maximize online/cyber resources
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Appendix 1.1 Articles posted on PCARRD Website

3. PCARRDparticipates in IP and tech transfer
trainin htt : maidon. carrd.dost. ov. h ·oomla index. h ?o tion= om content&ta
sk=view&id=1401&ltemid=118. Eduardo Genciagan, Jr., September 2 09. (About
signing of Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) on the socio-economi s and policy
support for the organic vegetable industry of PCARRDand Organic oducers and
Trade Association of the Philippines (OPTA).
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Appendix 1.2 Article Published in Broadsheets

1. "House passes technology transfer bill" by Rudy Fernandez. The P nlippine Star:
July 20

2. "Roxas pushes bill on RPtechnology" by Rolly Carandang. Manila ulletin:
September 18

3. "Proposed law to benefit local technologies" by Alexander Villafa ia.
INQUIRER.net: September 21,2009

4. "Consultations on tech transfer bill held". The Philippine Star: Oct ber 18,2009
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Appendix 1.3 Speech of Rep. Abaya during the 2nd National Worksho on IP and
Technology Commercialization

ENHANCING INNOVATIVE ADVANTAGE OF THE PHILIPPINES T ROUGH A
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER POLICY

by

JOSEPH EMILIO AGUINALDO ABAYA
Chairman, Committee on Science and Technology

Representative, 1st District of Cavite
House of Representatives

Greetings

Distinguished guests, colleagues in the government service, membe s of the
academe, private sector partners, advocates and supporters of IP an tech transfer,
ladies and gentlemen, Good Afternoon.

Let me extend my warmest felicitations to the organizers of his gathering, IP
Philippines and its partner, the US Department of Commerce for yet nother worthy
offshoot of last year's pioneering conference.

I am one with you in this advocacy to promote intellectual pr perty regime in
the country and to push for commercialization of technologies.

We, in the Lower House of Congress, are grateful and overw elmed by this
sincere initiative, which I am confident, would hasten, if not induce f rther realization
of the country's innovation targets and directions. Through this rele tless
collaboration of the public and private sector, promises on the coun ry's journey
towards becoming an innovation powerhouse in the region are not ar from reality.

From our end, we are always eager and keen to fulfill our dut es through key
policy legislations in the area of S&T and innovation. At these times f global
economic uncertainty, our collective efforts are all the more critical 0 ease the brunt
of this crisis. And while this phenomenon persists within no particul r ending, it is but
timely to dwell into sustainable and vibrant solutions to this proble . And we are
optimistic that an S&T based and policy driven strategy is key to the olution.

Leaming from our counterpart abroad, we have observed ta in many
developed countries, technology transfer and innovation policy are ery much at the
center of their policies on economic development. Alongside, their i novation
activities are supported by sufficient investment in research and de~elopment,
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strong university-industry collaboration and a well defined intellectua property rights
regime, among other strengths.

However, our current system of technology transfer simply is ut of hand. To
describe briefly, government funding agencies or GFAs,for example he DOST,give
research grants to entities such as research and development institu s (RDls) and
state colleges and universities (SCUs). Under this set-up, most resear h outputs
never get to market for a number of reasons-among which include he "publish or
perish mentality." This has resulted in alarmingly low patent applicati ns and
successfully commercialized technologies, in which data will be refle ted later.

In terms of number of patents, it showed that in a span of sev n years, more
than 20 twenty thousand patents were filed and roughly half of thes were granted.

A more saddening scenario for domestic IPR protection is the three-year
patent landscape in the country, which showed that in 2005, only 151 cal patents
were granted from the almost 2 thousand patents registered that ye r. And in the
same year, no university and RDI has been granted a patent, other th n IRRI. The
same goes in 2006 where only 24 of the 1,200 patents granted were ttributed to
local technologies.

In 2007, 28 were granted to local technologies and still, no un versity or RDI
was granted except for one, courtesy of ITDI-DOST.These data inde d show that
there is still so much to be done in terms of protecting our IPR and c mmercializing
our technologies. This is if we rate our pace and achievement agains that of the US
through their policy on tech transfer.

Accordingly, a major integral factor in the current system is t e amount of
investment poured into R&D by government and the private sector, hich are
channeled to the RDls throughout the country. Looking at the natio al R&D funding
pattern will give us a view of where we really are. Notably, it showe that there is still
much to be generated in terms of actual funding support from gove nment. Data
showed that of the P6 billion national budget for R&D accounted in 005, roughly 30
percent came from government. Of this, only 30 percent went to pu lic RDls and
SCUs.

Comparatively, the Philippines has yet to achieve a high level f technological
readiness and innovative capacity that typify well-developed countri s and those
entering the developed phase like India. A data on Global 5&T Comp titiveness last
year indicate the country's poor performance in the areas of technol gical readiness,
which is the ability to adopt new technologies; innovation or the abi ity to produce
new technologies compared to our neighbors in the ASEAN region, ;nd the
availability of latest technologies in the country. Indeed, the Philippi es clearly has a
lot of catching up to do in terms of being responsive to opportunitie of knowledge-
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based economies, characterized by growing innovation and heighten d dependence
on IP assets as a key source of economic value and competitive adva tage.

Worldwide, there is a growing recognition of the importance f intellectual
property in encouraging innovation, diffusing scientific and technical nowledge and
in enhancing market entry and company creation. Experiences from ther countries
show that to enhance the impact of publicly funded R&D onthe eco omy, the
protection of IP assets arising from R&D projects funded by the gove nment have
encouraged the commercialization of publicly funded R&D results bringing about
significant social and private benefits.

Furthermore, many governments have recognized that placin the outputs of
publicly funded research in the public domain is not sufficient to gen rate social and
economic benefits from R&D. Granting RDls the rights to IPgenerat d with public
funds can lead to better use of research results that might otherwis remain
unexploited as well as to the creation of spin-off companies that cre te employment.
It also allows for increased royalties and revenues from RDls, more a enues for
research, and greater cross-fertilization of entrepreneurial faculty an industry.

The challenge therefore, is to address the basic weakness in ur technology
transfer process, and to provide the enabling mechanism to facilitat the flow of IPR
assets closer to the industry. Conscious of the need for a substantia support
mechanism to drive these efforts, we find it imperative to bank on I islations,
alongside with frontline activities, to attain our common goals. Thus providing a
favorable environment for institutionalizing IP protection and utiliza ion and its
eventual commercialization, is our immediate priority. Thus, the Tec nology Transfer
Bill was born.

Compared to the prevailing tech transfer framework, the pro osed measure
ensures that all government-funded research outputs will be comm rcialized. It
addresses the problems on ownership, royalties, and IP manageme t. It also allows
creation of spin-off companies that could help boost economic dev lopment and
jobs creation. More importantly, government enunciates primacy of tech transfer vis-
a-vis income earnings, provides management of conflict of interests and also
provides public (open) access policy.

About the Bill

House Bill 5208 or the Technology Transfer Act of 2008, which I spo sored in the
Lower House and by Sen. Angara in the Senate through Senate Bill 1 21,embodies a
core concern of this workshop. I am grateful to my colleagues at th House of
Representatives for passing the said bill last November. We are hop ful that the
Senate version will bear fruits this year under the auspices of Sen. ar Roxas who
chairs the Committee on Trade and Commerce. To give you a glimp e of the Bill, let
me share with you some of its salient provisions and highlights.
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Revenue Sharing

Ownership of Intellectual Property Rights

IPRsderived from research funded by GFA,whether in whole or in part, shall in
general, be assigned to the RDI that actually implemented the resear h. RDls are in
better position to manage the IPRs.

All revenues from technology transfer and/orthe commercialization f IPRsfrom
R&D funded by GFAshall be allocated and shared in accordance with the provisions
of the research funding agreement and/or research agreement. In ca e of joint
funding, where research is funded by a GFA in part, and by other enti y or entities in
part, the RDI may enter into contractual agreements with the other ntity or entities
providing funding, provided, that all contractual agreements shall co tain
appropriate provisions effectuating the following:

a. That the RDI or GFAshall be entitled to shares of the revenue, if any, from
IPRarising from the research, unless such right to share is wa ved by the GFA
in writing;

b. That the RDI must disclose to the GFAwithin a reasonable ti e all IPRs
generated;

c. That the RDI must undertake within a reasonable time to obt in full
protection of the potential IPRs;

d. That the RDI must share at least forty percent (40%) of reven es it earns from
IPRsnet of IPRmanagement-related expenses with the rese rcher(s)
concerned between the researcher and RDI based on a sche ule of revenue-
sharing; and

e. That all revenues from the IPRof the RDI and pertaining to t e RDI must be
reported to the GFA,provided, that such information, when ertaining to
private entities jointly funding the RDI, shall be treated as fin
information and may be subject to confidentiality.

Commercialization of IPRs by the Researcher

RDI may allow its researcher-employee to establish/join a spin-off c mpany to pursue
commercialization of the IPRsgenerated from R&D funded by GFA rovided, that the
researcher-employee takes a leave of absence without pay for ape od of one year
and renewable for another year.

Establishment and Maintenance of Revolving Fund for R&D and T ch Transfer

Public RDls undertaking technology transfer, except state universities and colleges
by virtue of their fiscal autonomy, shall be vested with the authorit to use the
revenues derived from commercialization of IPRgenerated from R,D funded by
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GFAs,provided, that such funds shall be subject to government acco nting and
auditing rules and procedures. Revenues from commercialization sh II be used to
defray IP management costs and expenses, and to fund R&D, S&Tea ability building,
and technology transfer activities, including the management of tec nology licensing
offices.

All revenues from IPRcommercialization shall accrue to the r volving fund
established by the public RDI, and shall be subject to regular govern ent accounting
and auditing procedures, provided, that a portion of such revenues s all be remitted
to the Bureau of Treasury according to a schedule of remittance to b established,

The benchmark of such schedule shall be thus: In case the re nues after
payment of all costs and expenses for IPR management, including the payment of
royalties to other parties, shall exceed 10% of the annual budget of t e RDl, then a
minimum of 70% of the excess revenues shall be remitted to the Bur au of Treasury,
provided, that the GFA has solely funded the research. However, thi shall not apply
to sues by virtue of their fiscal autonomy.

Institutional Mechanism

RDls/GFAsshall develop appropriate policies and procedures on pub ic access to
technologies & knowledge generated from government-funded R& . All public RDls
are encouraged to establish their own TLOs, including consortia and regional
groupings and create their own IPR management policies.

Public Access Policy

RDls and GFAsshall promote and facilitate the cost-effective sharin of and access to
technologies and knowledge generated from government-funded R D by
developing appropriate policies and procedures on public access, w ich shall be
made known to the public.

Dispute Resolutions

The administrative procedure for resolving any disputes on the dete mination for
government ownership shall be provided by the Act's Implementin Rules and
Regulations. To protect the integrity of the IPRs,confidentiality of t e process of
determination and dispute resolution shall be maintained, insofar a it does not
prejudice the rights of the RDI or researcher to due process.

What's in store for us?

If passed, the bill will allow faster diffusion of valuable research out uts. In turn,
these valuable products in the forms of breakthrough medicines an equipment will
become more accessible and available to the public.
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The bill will also encourage the creation of spin-off companies, which means more job
opportunities for Filipinos.

For researchers, the bill will create a financially rewarding env ronment for
them. While for ROI, this signifies an increased licensing and royalty r venues; more
R&D activities and greater cross-fertilization between entrepreneuri I faculty and
industry; and better quality research with closer interaction between public and
private sector.

Lastly, it will also ensure the protection IP assets from biodiv sity and genetic
resources, traditional knowledge, and indigenous knowledge system and practices
as defined in the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act and the Wildlife Act, hrough
Disclosure during application for IPR protection.

Closing Remarks

In closing, our focus and constant prayers are geared towards the immediate
enactment of this Bill into law. We hope that with your support and nified stance for
this Bill, along with other stakeholders, we could fast track its appro al in the Senate.
Although it might take more time and effort, we are confident that i due time, this
proposed law would ultimately drive our innovation targets to be at ar with our
counterparts in the region. ###

Let's Work Together in Support of the Technology Transfer Act.

Thank you for listening.
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Appendix 14 Documented Press Releases/Media Exposure

1) Consultations on tech transfer bill held
The Philippine Star I Updated October td, 200912:00 AM

LOSBANOS, Laguna, Philippines - Sen. Mar Roxas' legislative team asked to review
Senate Bill 1721 or the Technology Transfer Bill consu ted with the
researchers/scientists and leaders from the research institutes in thi university town
recently.

The team visited the University of the Philippines Los Banos (UPLB)-Institute
of Plant Breeding (IPB) and National Institute of Molecul r Biology and
Biotechnology (BIOTECH), and the International Rice Research Insti ute (IRRI). They
discussed the bill's salient provisions and sought the resea chers/scientists'
comments and suggestions to refine the bill.

The Tech Transfer Act aims to provide an enabling mechanis for technology
commercialization efforts by unifying and refining technology trans er policies in the
country and providing intellectual property (IP) rights protection.

If enacted, the law will hasten the transfer of technologies r IP assets from
research institutions to the public; and would ensure availability a d accessibility of
potentially important products or services. The bill will also allow th creation of spin-
off companies that could provide jobs to many Filipinos.

The Department of Science and Technology, through t e leadership of
PCARRD,has been active in advocating for the approval of the bill.

Last year, the House version of the bill (HB 5208), sponsore by Rep. Joseph
Emilio Abaya, was approved by the House of Representatives and t ansmitted to the
senate. - S&T Media Service

2) Roxas pushes bill on RPtechnology
Manila Bulletin I September 18,2009, 6:00pm
By ROLLYT. CARANDANG

Senator Mar Roxas pushed for the immediate approval of his b II, the Philippine
Technology Act of 2009 which he said is important to enha ce government
investment in Information technology and research development.

In seeking for the approval of his proposed measure, Roxas chairman of the
Senate trade and commerce committee, noted the country Hat t is very moment,
stand at a crossroads tectonic shift in the global financial system."
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"The imperative is not merely to survive. The standard no is to push the
envelope to the limits of our capacity as a nation," he said, addi g: "We cannot
remain in a state of denial. Scientific innovations and their translati n into economic
progress for the benefit of the public is the key to survival."

He urged his colleagues at the Senate to "make sure hat the use of
government's limited resources results in economically viable innov tions," which he
said should be made publicly accessible and available to the p ivate sector for
possible commercialization.

The proposed Philippine Technology Transfer Act of 2009, Roxas said, will
promote and facilitate the transfer, dissemination and effective u e, management
and commercialization of intellectual property, technology and kno ledge as a result
of research and development funded by the government for the b nefit of national
economy and taxpayers.

3) House passes technology transfer bill
The Philippine Star I Updated July 20, 2009 12:00 AM

MANILA, Philippines - The House of Representatives has passed a bill that aims to
improve the country's readiness to adopt government-generated te hnologies.
House Bill (HB) 5208 has been transmitted to the Senate, where a p rallel bill, SB 1721,

is also going through the legislative process.

HB 5208 is principally sponsored by Rep. Joseph Emilio Ag inaldo Abaya of
Cavite, SB1721'S principal sponsor is Sen. Edgardo J. Angara.

The proposed law aims to facilitate the transfer, dissemin tion and use of
technologies and knowledge resulting from government-funded RA activities.
Specifically. "It will make technologies more accessible and availab e to farmers and
agriculture entrepreneurs, thereby increasing productivity and income in the
agriculture, forestry and natural resources sectors," said the os Banos-based
Department of Science and Technology-Philippine Council for Ag culture, Forestry
and Natural Resources Research and Development (DOST-PCARRD)

It covers all R&D activities carried out by government-funde R&D institutions
(RDls); all intellectual property rights (lPR) such as patents, copyn hts and licenses
resulting from such activities; all government agencies that contri ute resources or
expertise to such activities; and all RDls, including state colleg and universities
(SCUs), that implement such activities.
The proposed law covers the rights, duties, benefits and lirnitati ns of the parties
involved in technology generation and transfer; decides the owner hip of the IPRs of
the research outputs; provides competitive advantage and benefi s to researchers,
RDls and government funding agencies (GFAs); contains a prevision on revenue
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sharing and use of income from commercialization of IP assets and encourages the
creation of spin-off industries.

IPR derived from GFA-funded research, whether in whole 0 in part, shall in
general be assigned to the RDI that conducted the research.

As an exception, IPEs cannot be assigned to RDls when t e researcher, as
employee of the RDl, becomes the owner of patentable invention and copyrights:
when the RDI waived its claim in favor of the GFA; in cases of natio al emergency or
where public interests is at stake; in cases of nondisclosure of pote tial PlRs to GFAs
and RDls' failure to initiate protection of the IPHs_

All revenues from commercialization of IPR from government-fun ed RAD shall be
allocated and shared according to the provisions of the research fu ding agreement
or research agreement. - Rudy A. Fernandez
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Appendix 1.5 Sponsorship Speech of Sen. Mar Roxas during the Sec nd Reading on
SB 3416

Sponsorship Speech of Senator MARRoxas on the Technology Trans er Bill

Innovation refers to the development of new, cutting-edge t chnologies by
researchers, and also include the creative ways in which other people refine,
repackage and combine these technologies and bring them to the arket. It is an
integral part in determining potentials, gauging performance, and s tting directions
on development of many industrialized and developed countries. 0 CD economies
have been very active in ensuring and sustaining their innovation as his signals prior
advantages in global competition.

Policy analysts agree that effective innovation policies req ire intellectual
property rights (IPRs) as incentives and that the role of research a d development
institutes (RDls) in developing countries may need to change. 0 realize this,
implementing national 5&T policies for the developing world has bec me a priority in
an effort to alleviate poverty, among other lingering issues.

As a matter of policy, the 1987Philippine Constitution (Artid X1V,Sec.io-rq)
recognizes that science, technology and innovation are essen al for national
development and progress. Accordingly, the state is also responsibl for the transfer
and utilization of IPsfor the national benefit. To achieve this end, RD s should take as
their strategic mission the effective translation of results of R&D specially those
funded by government, into useful products and servicesthat redou d to the benefit
of Filipinos.

In reality, however, this is mostly not the case. While investment by
government in R&D in the country leaves much room for improve ent, the transfer
of R&Dresults into the mainstream market and making them availab e to the public is
usuallya dead end question in laboratories and RDls.

One scenario suggests that this has to do with the existi g framework of
technology transfer in the country where government-funding agencies (GFAs)
provide grants-in-aid for RDlsto perform R&D.Along the process, t ese GFAsusually
co-own, and at times own, the IPs, and the RDls are not well a corded with the
necessary incentives that will facilitate the transfer of techn logies from the
laboratories to the market. As the cycle continues, very few echnologies get
commercialized and patented.

Moreover, since R&D funds are poured in largely on basic R&D, technology
transfer and commercialization are usually left in the sidelines, th s, hampering the
movement of R&Doutputs to its intended market and users.
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At the DOST, an internal study revealed that out of 258 tec nologies derived
from DOST-funded R&D for the last ten years, only 3% have par nership/licensing
agreements with the private sector, and only 28%are available for ( ommercialization
but no takers yet from the private sector. Although 65%are already being utilized,
including technologies that are immediately available to farmers, this falls short in
pushing the level of innovation forward since these technologies a e intended really
for key commodities.

Again, in question here is the existing policy environment in RDls. Institutional
mechanisms and structures for technology licensing, incubation 0 pooling are very
limited if not non-existent in many RDls and in higher education i stitutions. This is
particularly glaring in private-public sector collaboration related 0 R&D initiatives
and commercialization.

Despite the enactment of the IP Code in 1998, RDls still la k well-defined IP
policies and support systems for protecting and utilizing their IPs.
At present, the number of technologies developed by local researchers and
protected under the patent system is alarmingly low. In fact, II Philippines data
showed that of the 2,972 total patent applications in 2005, only 010 were by local
researchers. From this number, only 15 local patents were granted, and only 1 patent
was granted for an RDI, courtesy of IRRI.

In 2006, of the 1,215 patents granted by IP Philippines, cnly 24 were local
patents, again with only one patent from RDls on the sambong he rbs of DOST. The
same trend is noted in 2007 wherein 1,814 patents were granted, 28 of which were
made by local researcher-applicants, with only one from an RDI of [ OST.

This very low turnout of technologies being applied for pa ent protection, in
turn lead to a subsequent low rate of commercialization and adc ption of intended
users. Moreover, these locally developed and publicly funded techr ologies are at risk
of being copied, without due compensation to the technology d ~velopers both by
local and foreign private companies. A case in point is Bio-Act, a publicly funded and
locally developed biological agent, which we now import from Germany.

These trends are reflected on how the country performed in interr ational innovation
ratings as shown in the recent Global Competitive Survey (2008-201 9).

Global competitiveness ranking 2009-2010 & 2008-2009 compa ison

Philippines 87 71

Selected Countries 2009-2010 a/ 2008 2009 b/
Singapore 3 5
Malaysia 24 21

Thailand 36 34
Indonesia 54 55
Vietnam 75 70

a/ covers 133countries b/ covers 134 countries
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Compared to our ASEAN counterpart, in terms of technolo ~ical readiness
ability to adopt technologies, we rank tid with Singapore (6th , Malaysia (37th
iland (63rd

) and Vietnam (88th). On innovation or the ability to pr oduee brand ne
hnologies, we are at the bottom in ze" place as against Singapo e (nth), Malays
nd), Indonesia (47th), Vietnam (52nd)and Thailand (54th).

GC ranking in terms of technological readiness and innovation
Selected Countries Technological Readiness Innovatior I

2009-2010 2008-2009 2009-2010 2008-2009
Singapore 6 7 8 11

Malaysia 37 34 24 22
Thailand 63 66 57 54
Indonesia 88 88 39 47
Vietnam 88 79 44 52
Philippines 73 70 99 76

On the availability of latest technologies, we are at 5lh picce, with Thailan
nd), Malaysia (36th) and Singapore (14th) ranked higher tha the Philippine
reover, the Philippines ranked 70th in its capacity for innov ation and 95th i
vision of IP protection.

GC ranking for selected variables, 2009-2010
Singapor Malays Thailand Indon Itietna Phil
e ia esia In

Availability of
latest technology 14 36 52 72 ~1 57
Firm-level
technology 13 37 61 65 1 54
absorption
Capacity for 18 25 59 44 3 70
innovation
IP protection 1 33 54 31 p2 95

a/ covers 133 countries

Indeed, we have much to do redeem ourselves. This l nfortunate stat
wever, may have been avoided had there been a favora ble structure f
hnology commercialization backed by a legislative policy to et the system I

tion.

Learning from the Bayh-Dole Act of the United States from which th
islation drew inspiration, we still have great hopes for the Philippines. In assessin
impact 25 years after it was enacted, analysts noted that: "M ore than any oth

Hcy measure, this legislation spawned the biotechnology revcluti on and revitaliz
industrial innovation and the bill addressed the ailure to trahs er technolo ic
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breakthroughs from university laboratories to the market place" ( ayh Dole at 25,
PP43-44)·

The said law enabled, since 1980, some 40 billion dollars in conomic activity
that generated more than 270, 000 jobs and 5,724 spinouts. In 2 06 alone, there
were 628 start-up or spin-off companies and 4, 932 licenses across t e United States.

Seeing its advantage, countries across the globe adopted ayh-Dole in their
own settings. The UK, Japan, China, Taiwan, Brazil, South Africa, M laysia, Germany,
South Korea, Austria, Denmark, Norway, Canada, and Australi enacted similar
legislations, while Sweden, India and Finland are in the process to adopt the same.
The Philippines cannot afford to be left out.

Our challenge now is to provide an enabling environment 0 move fruits of
research and creative efforts from laboratories to the marketplace. This can be done
by ensuring the protection of IPs by GFAs and RDls, giving Dls appropriate
incentives, making them default owners of IPs,and allowing spin-of s by researchers.

We need to have this proposed legislation in place, and giv the right timing
and support systems, we can harness this dynamic and very viab e mechanism for
development and create wealth from government-funded R&D.

At the end of the day, the successful transfer of govern ent-funded R&D
results depend on the proper management of IPs, the developmen of capabilities of
RDls and universities to become self-sustaining and competiti e, and on their
capacity to interact and cooperate with the private sector throu h R&D based on
equitable, fair access, and mutual benefit for all involved partners.

We enjoin you to have all of these realized by having this pr posed legislation
enacted into law at the soonest possible time.
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CO-SPONSORSHIP SPEECH For SB 3416

Appendix 1.7 CO-Sponsorship speech of Senator Edgardo Angara fo SB No. 3416

An Act Providing the Framework and Support System for the Owners ip, Management,
Use and Commercialization of Intellectual Property Generated fro Research and

Development Funded by Government and for Other Purp sed
By Senator Edgardo J. Angara

In the latest Global Competitiveness Index published by the World Economic Forum,
the Philippines ranked 87th out of 134 countries. This is a consid rable drop of 16
places from last year's 71st rank.

The survey is topped by Switzerland and followed by the U in close second.
Singapore, Sweden and Denmark round out the top five. In South ast Asia, we only
bested Cambodia at 110th place. Our neighbors have overtaken us by a considerable
length: Singapore #3, Malaysia #24, Brunei #32, Thailand #36, In onesia #54, and
Vietnam #75.

The common denominator of these countries is that nation I productivity and
growth are driven by technological innovation gained through a vanced scientific
research. Such innovation is backed by sufficient R&D investmen , highly equipped
research institutions, a dynamic academe-industry collabo tion, a strong
entrepreneurial drive, and a well defined intellectual property right regime.

Clearly, we have a lot of catching up to do in terms of innov tion and spurring
knowledge-based industries. Innovation and a flourishing int lIectual property
environment equate to competitive advantage domestically and gl bally.

Currently, only an estimated 10 percent of university-res arch outputs are
being transferred into industries because of intellectual-propert issues. [1] In the
2009 Global Competitiveness Report 2009 by the World Eco omic Forum, the
Philippines dropped 16 places from 71st in 2008 to 87th. [2] The report covers 133
countries from all continents including sub-Saharan Africa.

This explains in large part why the Philippine ranking in t chnology transfer
trails far behind its Asian neighbors. We are disadvantaged in te s of innovation
because of the weak transferring and commercializing of research and development
results. Our research efforts are useless without the ability to tran fer technologies -
bringing them out of the lab and finding practical, commercial uses for them.

Technology transfer processes require a conducive policy environment with
strong support from the public and private sectors.
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Senate Bill Number 3416 or the Philippine Transfer Technol gy Act of 2009

aims to address this issueby putting in place mechanismsand policie that encourage
both government and private sectors to commercialize their inte lectual property
assetsand invest in research and development.

Among these mechanismsand policies are:
• Royalty-sharing that is more attractive to gover ment-supported

innovators
• Supporting entrepreneurship among scientists and res archers
• Allowing government scientists and researchers to w rk in both public

and private industries without violating the code of ethics for public
officers

• Creating a revolving fund where income from the co mercialization of
government-funded research used to again driv research and
development

• Mandating the Department of Science and technol gy to rationalize
policies and procedures for the cost effective sharing of and accessto
government funded research.

These mechanisms and policies will ensure that knowle ge gained from
research finds a useful and practical application - making Philippin industries more
competitive.

In developed countries, governments recognize tha granting R&D
institutions the rights to IP generated with public funds leads to better use of
research results and spurs start-up businesses that create e ployment. R&D
institutions also increase licensing and royalty revenues, contr ct research and
greater cross-fertilization between the academe and the industry. qually important
are the intangible benefits to an institution's reputation and to the quality of its
research that closer interaction with the private sector cangenerat

The Philippine Technology Transfer Act of 2009 is a timely trategic planning
that will foster innovation, growth, progress and economic security for the country.

With these benefits and more, 1 strongly believe that the P
this move towards technological advancement and development.

Maraming salamat po.
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FOURTEENTH CONGRESS OF THE
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
Third Regulsr Session 9 A I 26 PO :d)

. SENATE

S. B. NO. 3416

(In substitution of Senate Bill ~os. 1721 and 2595, taking into considerati n
House Bill No. 5208)

Prepared by the Joint Committees on Trade and Commerce, Science an
Technology and Finance with Senators Angara, Legarda and Roxas

as authors thereof.

AN ACT
PROVIDING THE FRAMEWORK AND SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR THE
O'WNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, USE, AND COMMERCIAIlZATIO OF
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GENERATED FROM RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT FUNDED BY qOVERNMENT AND FOR OTHER PURP SES.

Be it enacted by the Senate endHouse of Representatives of the Philipp nes in

Congress assembled:

ARTICLE I

2 TITLE, DECLARATION OF POLICY AND OBJECTIVE, SCOPE

3 AND OTHER GENERAL PROVISIONS

4 SECTION 1. Short Title. - This Act shall be known as the "Ph lippine

5 Technology Transfer Act of2009, ':

6 SEC. 2. Declaration of Policies and Principles. The State fully rec gnizes

7 that science, technology and innovation are essential for national deve pment

8 and progress. It shall, therefore, give priority to research and devel pment,

9 invention, innovation and their utilization. It shall also encourage the wi est and

10 most systematic participation of all stakeholders in policy-making re ated to

11 science and technology, and in the generation, transfer and utiliZjtiOn of

intellectual property, especially for the benefit of the general public.12



The State shall facilitate the transfer and promote the utiliza .on of

2 intellectual property for the national benefit and shall call upon all resea ch and

3 development institutes and/or institutions (RDIs) that perform gove ent-

4 funded research and development (R&D) to take on technology transfer

5 strategic mission and to effectively translate results of govemment-funde R&D

6 into useful products and services that will redound to the benefit of Fi ipinos,

7 norwithstanding the income generated from intellectual property rights (IPRs)

8 and technology transfer activities.

9 The State acknowledges that the successful transfer of government funded

10 R&D results depend on the proper management of intellectual p operty,

11 development of capacity by RD1~ to become self-sustaining and competit ve, and

12 on enhancing interaction and cooperation with the private sector, par icularly

1J small and medium enterprises through collaborative and contract resear based

14 on equitable, fair access, and mutual benefit for all involved partners.

15 The State shall establish the means to ensure greater public

16 technologies and knowledge generated from govern.lnent-funded R& while

17 enabling, where appropriate, the management and protection of related

18 intellectual property.

19 SEC. 3. Objective. This Act aims to promote and facilitate the ransfer,

20 dissemination, and effective use, management, and cornmercializ ticn of

21 intellectual property, technology and knowledge resulting from rese reh and

22 development funded by the government for the benefit of national econ my and

23 taxpayers.

24 SEC. 4. Definition of Terms. For purposes of this Act,

2



a. "Intellectusl Property (lEY is the term used to describe intangible

2 resulting from the creative work of an individual or organization. I also

3 refers to creations of the mind, such as inventions, literary and a tistic

4 works, and symbols, nam~s, images. and designs used in commerce;

5 b. "Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs)" refer to those rights recognize and

6 protected in Republic Act No. 8293. otherwise known as the 'Tntell ctuel

7 Property Code of the Phijippines;'

8 c. "Potential IPRs" refer to intellectual property, or the products of cr ation

9 and research that form the subject matter of IPRs, but which are n t yet

10 protected by the statutory'grant of IP rights;

11 d. "Protection of IPs" refers to the statutory grant of rights upon whi h the

12 basis of enforcing the right rests, such as issuance of patents; registra ion of

13 utility models, industrial designs, and trademarks or availm nt of

14 protection of undisclosed information and other rights as may be pr vided

15 by law. "Protected IPs". therefore may refer to issued or pending

16 registered utility models. industrial designs, and trademarks;

17 e. tIP Code" refers to Republic Act No. 8293, otherwise known as the

18 'Intellectual Property Code of the Philippines;'

19 f. "Intellectual Property Rights Management" refers to the pri ciples,

20 mechanisms and processes involved in the identification, asse sment,

21 protection, utilization and enjoyment of intellectual property rights

22 g. "Government Funding Agency (GFA}"refers to any government a ncyor

23 instrumentality, or government owned and/or controlled corpora

24 provides research grants and other technical and material suppo t, from

3



government appropriations and resources and those source from

2 government-managed Official Development Assistance (ODA) fund ;.
3 h. "Parent Agency" refers to the Department or agency. which exerc ses the

4 power of control or supervision over the GFAs. RDIs or RDI actin as the

5 GFA itself. In general, where multiple GFAs are involved, the dep rtment

6 or agency, which has the .largest financial contribution, shall be de med as

7 the parent agency, except as may otherwise be specifically provide by this

8 Act;

9 1. "Resesrch and Development Institute or Institution (RDl)" ref rs to a

IO public or private organization, association, partnership, joint

11 higher education institution or corporation that performs R&D ctivities

12 and is duly registered anellor licensed to do business in the Philip ines, or

13 otherwise with legal personality in the Philippines. In the case 0 private

14 RDIs, they shall be owned solely by the citizens of the Philip ines or

15 corporations or associations at least sixty per centum of the capital

16 is owned by such citizens. This does not include RDls co ered by

17 international bilateral or multilateral agreements;

18 j. "Research Funding Agreement" refers to a contract entered int by and

19 among the GFA and ot~er funding agencies and the RDI. It governs

20 ownership of IP, duties and responsibilities of GFAs and RDIs, te hnology

21 disclosure, exclusivity of the license. use for commerci lization,

22 establishment of spin-off firms, technologies for research use, an sharing

23 of income and benefits from technology commercialization;

4



2

3

4

5

k. "Research Agreement" refers to a contract entered into by R Is and

researchers> including the agreements between the RDI and colla

employment or other contract, to conduct research with or for the

RDIs;

. 1. "Researcher" refers to a natural person who is engaged by the I by

6 m. "Spin-off firm or company" refers to a juridical entity tha is an

7 independent business technology taker with a separate legal per onality

8 from the GFA> RDI and researcher created through the initiativ of the

9 researcher-employee who generated the technology;

IOn. "Technology" refers to knowledge and know-how, skills> p oducts,

11 processes, and/or practices;

12 o. "Technology transfer" refers to the process by which on party

13 systematically transfers to another party the knowledge or the

14 manufacture of a product, the application of a process, or rende ing of a

15 service, which may involve the transfer, assignment or licensing of IPRs;

16 p. "Commercialization"refers to the process of deriving income or pr fit from

17 a technology, such as the creation of a spin-off company, or through

18 licensing, or the sale of the technology anellor IPRs;

19 q. "Revenue" refers to all monetary and non-monetary benefits der ved as a

20

21

result of the development, production> transfer> use and/or

commercialization of IP.Rs, including income from assignme ts, and

22 royalties from licenses;

23 r. "Research and Developm,ent (R&D)"refers to creative work uncle taken on

24 a systematic basis in order to increase the stock of knowledge, neluding

5



knowledge of man, culture and society, and to use this stock of knc ledge

2 to devise new applications.

3 SEC.5. Coverage.

4 a. All R&D activities carried out on behalf and for the interest f the

5 Philippine Government by RDIs receiving grants directly from GFAs

6 b. All intellectual property ·rights derived from R&D activities fun ed by

7 government;

8 c. All government agencies that fund R&D activities as well as

9 financial, technical or material support to such R&D activities; and

10 d. All institutions that implement government funded R&D.

11 ARTICLEII

12 INTELLECTUALPROPERTY OWNERSHIP

IJ SEC. 6. Ownership of Intellectual Property and Intellectual operty

14 Rights.The ownership of IPs and IPRs shall be governed by the following:

15 CI. In recognition of the fact that RDIs are in a better position to ide tify the

16 potential for economic utilization of IPs and IPRs subject 0 their

17 possession of the right skills and management capability, the own rship of

18 IP and IPRs derived and generated from research funded by GFA, hether

19 such funding is in whole or in part, shall, in general, be vested in the RDI

20 that actually performed the research, except in any of the f Howing

21 circumstances:

22 1. When the RDI has entered into a public. written agreemen sharing,

23 limiting, waiving or assigning its ownership of the IPs or IPRs

24 generated from its research in favor of the GFA; Provided, the same

25 may only be voluntary executed by the RDI to protect public

6



interest, and in particular involves national security, n trition,

2 health, or the development of other vital sectors;

3 2. In case of failure of the RDI to disclose potential IPRs to t e GFA,

whereupon the GFA shall assume the rights to the potential PR;

3. In case of failure of the RDI to initiate the protection of otential

IPRs within a reasonable time from confidential disclosur to the

4

5

6

7 GJi'A, which shallin no case exceed three (3) months fro public

8 disclosure, whereupon the GFA shall assume the right to the

9 potential IPR; and

10 4. In case the RDI ceases to become a Filipino corporation a defined

11 in Article 1, Section -4 (i) of this Act.

12 b. In case of collaborative research where two or more RDIs cond cted the

13 research funded by the GFA, the RDIs sha11 own the IPRs joi ly or as

14 otherwise stipulated in the research agreement between them; 'rovided,

15 That any research agreement between RDIs and other funding ent ties shall

16 be made with the full kn.owledge of the GFA; Provided, further, That the

17 agreement shall strictly be in accordance with the provisions of t s Act.

18 c. Nothing in this Article shall modify, amend, derogate or prejudic IPs that

19 will be owned by employees of the RDIs under the IP Code nd other

20 existing laws.

21 . ARTICLEIII

22 RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE

23 GOVERNMENT FUNDING AGENCIES AND

24 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTES OR INSTlTUTrPNS

7



SEC, 7. Rights and Responsibilities of a Government Funding A ency.

2 Under this Act the GfA shall:

3 a. Protect government interest in the IP and IPRs generated from the R&D

4 that it funded through suitable provisions in the research

5 agreement. The GFA is authorized to withhold from public disclosur , for a

6 reasonable time, any information relating to potential IPR of the

7 allow the RDI to pursue full protection of such IPR;

8 b. Monitor efforts and effectiveness of the RDI in securing IP protecti

9 pursuing IP commercialization, as well as provide alternative solutio sand

10 assistance in case of shortfall in RDI's performance in protecting, u ilizing

11 and commercializing the ~p;

12 c. Ensure adequate freedom t? USe the IP for further research to exp nd the

13 knowledge frontier and requirements for publication of inforrna ion as

14 appropriate in accordance with government policy or academic po icy, or

15 institutional mandate of the RDI; and

16 d. Allow sharing of revenues from IP commercialization in a way th is not

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

onerous to commercialization; Provided, That when the GFAssumes

commercialization of the I~s, it shall, subject to existing laws r quiring

transparency and accountabilily, the Commission on Audit (CO ) Rules

and Regulations and as required under Article IX, Section 20, be all wed to

directly negotiate agreements for the commercialization of IPs;

further, That it shall obtain a written recommendation from the Secretary

of the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) and secure fairness

opinion report [Tom an independent third party body composed 0 experts

from the public and private sectors as.may be determined by the DOST.

8
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3

4

The fairness opinion report shall contain a statement expres ing the

opinion of the body as to the fairness to the GFA of the oposed
,

transaction, particularly its financial terms. The report shall incl

not be limited to, a review and analysis of the proposed tra action.

5 financial statements, industry information, economic conditi

6 assumptions used therein and a comparison of similar tran actions;

7 Provided, however, That it shall not be precluded from resorting 0 other

8 modes of commercialization as allowed by all applicable laws.

9 SEe. 8. Rights and Responsibilities of the RDls. The following are t re rights

10 and responsibilities of the RDIs that availed of research funds from GFAs:

11 a. Identify, protect, and manage the IPs generated from R&D funde by GFA

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

and pursue commercial exploitation diligently as a required per ormance

stipulated in the research funding agreement and as allowed b this Act

and other applicable laws.

In case of commercialization by public RDIs, it shall, ubject to

existing laws requiring tr~nsparency and accountability. the C mmissicn

on Audit (COA) Rules and Regulations and as required under rticle IX,

Section 20 of this Act. be ,allowed to directly negotiate agreeme ts for the

commercialization of IPs; Provided, That it shall obtain written

recommendation from the Secretary of Department of Sc ence and

Technology (DOST) and secure a fairness opinion report from an

independent third party body composed of experts from the ublic and

private sectors as may be d~termined by the DOST.

The fairness opinion report shall contain a statement e ressing the

opinion of the body as to the fairness to the RDI of the proposed

9



transaction, particularly its financial terms. The report shall includ , but

2 must not be limited to, .the provisions in Section 7(e), Paragra h 2;

3 Provided, however, That it shall not be precluded from resorting to other

4 modes of commercialization as allowed by all applicable laws.

5 The responsibility of the RDI to protect any potential IPRs sha 1also

6 apply in the event that the RDI elects to recover ownership of the po ential

7 IPRs that have been vested 'in the GFA under Section 7 of this Act;

8 b. Provide a means for addressing any shortfall of its performance in ut lizing

9 and commercializing the IF;

10 c. Notify the GFA within a reasonable time of all IPR applications, r censes

11 and assignments made. All applications for IP protection shall discl

12 biodiversity and genetic resource, traditional knowledge, and indi enous

13 knowledge, systems and practices as these terms are defined in R public

14 Act No. 8371 or Indigenous Peoples Rights Act and Republic Act N .9147

15 or The Wildlife Act;

16 d. Report annually to the 'GFA on the progress of IP an

17

18

commercialization efforts and of all agreements entered and icenses

granted;

19 e. Keep account of revenues .and payments to the GFA if require in the

20 research funding agreement;

21 f. Ensure that they have access to the skills and management capa ility to

22 effectively perform their responsibilities of owning, managi g. and

23 exploiting the IF or IPRs. Smaller RDIs that may need external a vice are

24 encouraged to pool and share resources;

10



2

3

4

g. Accord their staff with incentives consistent with existing laws to ustain

efforts in identifying valu~ble IP and in pursuing IP commercializati n;

h. Be authorized, within a reasonable time. to keep confidential fr m the

public any document or information relating to potential IPRs that e not

5 yet fully protected by law;

6 i, Make a confidential disclosure to the GFA. within a reasonable time of any

7 potential IPRs with possibilities for commercialization and/or tee nology

8 transfer. In case of failure to disclose any such potential IPRs, Sect' on 6 of

9 this Act shall apply;

10 j, Inform the GFA of any agreement pertaining to the research fun de by the

11

12

13

14

GFA and entered into by the RDI with any other entity or person. Failure

to comply with the duty to inform shall render the agreement i

against the GFA, but in no case shall it prejudice any right of the GFA as

provided in this Act; and .

15 k. When necessary, create and establish spin-off companies t pursue

16

17

18

19

20

commercialization subjectto their respective mandates as allowed y law.

. ARTICLE IV

MANAGEMEN!' OF IPs FROM R&D PERFORMED BY

GOVERNMENT RI?Is THROUGH THEIR OWN BUDGET

SEC. 9. Responsibilities of RDls Performing R&D with their 0 Budget.

21 All government RDIs performing'R&D through an annual budget provi d by the

22 government shall submit intellectual property management reports a

23 the national government agencies where they are attached. The re ort shall

24 contain plans for securing protection on IPs with commercial pr mise, the

25 technology transfer approaches, to be pursued, and the progress of ongoing

11



3 SEC. 10. Responsibilities of the Concerned National Govern ent

commercialization of technologies derived from R&D funded from their wn

2 budget.

4 Agencies. Concerned Govemmen,t and/or Parent Agencies shall monitor ef orts

5 and effectiveness of their RDIs in securing IP protection and pursuin IP

6 commercialization, based on the annual IP management reports submitted b the

7 RDIs.

8 ARTICLE V

9 REvmrrmSHAroNG

10 SEC. 11. Revenue Sharing. All revenues from the commercialization f IPs

11 and IPRs from R&D funded by GFA(s) shall accrue to the RDI, unless ther is a

14 Provided, Iurther, That in case of joint funding, where research is funde by a

12 revenue sharing provision in the research funding agreement; Provided,

13 no case will the total share of the GFA(s) be greater than the share of th

15 GFA in part, and by other entity or entities in part, the RDI may ente into

16 contractual agreements with the other entity or entities providing funding.

17 Sharing of revenues betw~en RDI and researcher shall be governed by an

18 employer-employee contract or other related agreements, without prejudic to the

19 rights of researchers granted under Republic Act No. 8439 or the "Magna C rte for

20 Scientists, Engineers, Reseal"chel"S,and other S&T Personnel in Governmen '.

21 ARTICLE VI

22 COMMERCIALIZATION BY THE RESEARCHER AND

23 ESTABLISHMENT OF SPIN-OFF FIRMS

24 SEC. 12. Commercialization by Researchers. In meritorious case and to
,

25 help ensure successful commer:cialization, an RDI shall allow its researcher-

12



employee to commercialize or pursue commercialization of the IP and/or IPRs

2 generated from R&D funded by GFA by creating. owning, controllin , or

3 managing a company or spin-off firm undertaking commercialization, or acce ting

4 employment as an officer, employee, or consultant in a spin-off firm undert king

5 such commercialization; Provided, That the concerned researcher- employee takes

6 a leave of absence, whenever applicable. for a period of one year and rene able

7 for another year, for a total period not exceeding two years, from the ti

8 researcher signifies in writing that-he/she' desires to create or participate in

9 off company; Provided, however, That the researcher-employee may s 'n be

10 allowed access to the RDIs' laboratory facilities, subject to reasonable fe sand

11 reghlations which the RDIs may impose.

12 The leave of absence shall be included in computing the length of ervlce

13 for retirement but not for the commutation of leave credits earned in the public

14 RDI. The researcher shall not earn leave credits in the public RDI duri

15 period of leave of absence. Such leave of absence shall not likewise a ct the

16 researcher-employee's security of tenure or result in the loss of one's s niority

17 rights.

18 Sec. 13. Detail or Secondment to the Private Sector. In case w

19 researcher of a public RDI would be employed by an existing company, w

20 pursue the commercialization, the applicable provisions of Republic Act

21 or the "Magna Carta for Scientists, Engineers, Researchers and other Sci nee and

22 Technology Personnel in Govemment"shall prevail.

23 Sec. 14. Managemen·t of Conflict of Interest. The RDls shall properly

24 manage any possible conflict of interest by adopting appropriate guideli es for its



researcher-employee. The guidelines for handling of such conflicts shall inc ude,

2 but are not limited, to the following:

3 a. RDls shall ensure that its researchers are made fully accountable for their

4 research and that commercial objectives do not divert them from car ing

5 out the RDI's core research program;

6 b. Heads of RDI should ensure that where researchers have any dir ct or

7 indirect financial interest in a spin-off company; they shall not ct on

8 behalf of the RDI in transactions with that company;

9 c. Where researchers of RDI 'are nominated as non-executive directors to the

10 Board of a spin-off company or existing company in which the sa e RDI

11 holds an equity stake. they should have a clear duty to ensure t at the

12 RDI's interests are not compromised by their role; and

13 d. RDls should take steps to ensure that collaborative undertaking with a

14 spin-off or existing company is governed by a formal written public

15 agreement.

16 ARTICLE VII

17 USE BY GOVERNMENT. COMPULSORY LICENSING

18 AND ASSUMPTION OF POTENTIAL IPRs

19 SEC. 15. Use by Government or third person authorized by gOY rrunent

20 and/or Compulsory Licensing. This Act shall adopt the grounds. te sand

21 conditions for the use by government or third person authorized by gov rnment,

22 and/or compulsory licensing as stated in the IP Code of all IPRs gene rat d under

23 this Act.

24 SEe. 16. Assumption ofGwnership of Potential IPRs. The GFA

2S Parent Agency may assume ownership of any potential IPRs in cases of national

14



emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency, or where the ublic

2 interest requires, and in particular concerns for national security, nut ition,

3 health, or the development of other vital sectors of the national econo y, as

4 determined by the head of the Parent Agency. Such determination shall be made

5 within thirty (30) days after the receipt of the recommendation of the head f the

6 GFA. Such recommendation shall be made within thirty (30) days up

7 discovery of the potential IPR by the GFA or the disclosure of the same

8 RDI pursuant to Section 8 (c) of this Act, or upon written notice or petit on by

9 other government agencies, or other interested persons. In cases where the

11 determination motu proprio, or upon written notice or petition b

12 government agencies or other tnterested parties. The right to the poten ial IPR

13 shall be assumed by the GFA upon written order, declaration or determin tion by

14 the Department Secretary or Head of the Parent Agency. The departme t or the

15 agency that has functional jurisdiction over the technology or IPRs hall be

16 deemed as the Parent Agency.

17 The determination by the Secretary or the head of the Parent Agenc of cases

18 falling under the first paragraph .of the right to the potential IPR to be ested to

19 the GFA and/or Parent Agency shall be subject to the following conditio s:

20 i. The determination must be accompanied by an analysis and justi cation of

10 Agency itself is acting as the GFA, the head of the Parent Agency may ma

23

24

opposition to such determination within fifteen (15) calendar ys from

notice or publication of the written determination;

21 such reason(s);

22 ii, The RDI may file with the Secretary or Head of the Parent
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4 iv. The rights to the potentialIPR shall revert to the RDl upon the cessati n of

the existence of the cases under this Section as determined by the Secr tary

iii. The assumption of the rights to the potential IPR by the GFA shall arry

2 with it the obligation to equitably share with the RDf or other fun ng

3 agencies any profits generated from the IPRi and

5

6 or Head of the Parent Agency motu proprio or by petition of the RDI.

7 SEC. 17. Except where otherwise provided by the IP Code, in all cases a .sing

8 from the implementation of this Article, no court, except the Supreme Co rt of

9 the Philippines, shall issue any temporary restraining order or preli inary

10 injunction or such other provisionii1 remedies that will prevent its imm 'diate

11 execution.

12 ARTICLE VIII

13 USE OF INCOME AND ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE 0

J 4 REVOLVING FUND FOR R&D AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

15 SEC. 18. Use of Income 'and Revolving Fund. Public RDIs un de taking

16 technology transfer shall be vest~d with the authority to use its share of the

17 revenues derived from commercialization of IP generated from R&D

18 GFAs.All income generated from commercialization of IPs and/or IPRs fro R&D

19 funded by public funds shall be constituted as a revolving fund for use of he RDI

20 undertaking technology transfer, deposited

21 depository bank subject to accounting and auditing rules and re

22 Provided, That said income shall be used to defray intellectual roperty

23 management costs and expenses and to fund research and development science

24 and technology capability building, and technology transfer activities, i eluding

. 16



13 SEC. 19. Establishment of Technology Information Access Facili and

14 Public Access Policy. The Department of Science and Technology (DOS shall

15 establish a system for the cost-effective sharing of and access to technolog es and

16 knowledge generated from government-funded R&D by developing app priate

17 policies and procedures on public access which shall be made known to the public.

18 These policies and procedures shall be aimed at promoting the advance ent of

19 R&D, boosting its quality and. enabling cross-disciplinary collaborati n, and

20 thereby, increasing the returns from public investment in R&D and cont ibute to

21 the betterment of society. The DOST shall call for a regular national cont rence of

22 all GFAs and RDIs in order to.. (a) promote multi-disciplinary, joint, d cross

23 collaboration in research and development; (b) coordinate and ration lize the

24 research and development agenda; and (c) harmonize all rese ch and

operation of technology licensing offices; Provided, further, That no amoun of

2 said income shall be used for payment of salaries and other allowances.

3 In case the income after, payment of all costs and expenses for PR

4 management, including the paYII:lent of royalties to other parties, shall excee ten

5 percent 10% of the annual budget of the RDI. a minimum of seventy per ent

6 (70%) of the excess income shall be remitted to the Bureau of Treasury; Pro ded,

7 That this shall apply only if the GFA has solely funded the research; Pray. 'ded,

8 iinelly, That this paragraph shall not apply to State Universities and College and

9 Government Owned and Controlled Corporations, which enjoy fiscal auto omy

10 under their respective charters or other applicable laws.

11 ARTICLE IX

12 INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISM

25 development agenda and priorities.
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2

3

4

5

6

7

SEC. 20. Development -oi' Internal IP Policies and Establishme t of

Technology Licensing Offices rrrOs) and/or Technology Business Develop ent

Offices. - All RDIs are encouraged to establish their own TLOs in whatever form

and to adopt their own policies on IPR management and technology transf r, in

accordance with this Act and other existing laws and in support of the poli ies of

the Intellectual Property Office Philippines

mandate of their Parent Agency.

8

9

10

11

SEe. 21. Capacity-Building and Guidelines on IP Commercializatio . The

Department of Science and Technology (DOST), Department of Trad

Industry (DTI) and Intellectual Property Office (IPO), in consultation wi

such as Commission on Higher Education (CHED), Department of Agri

(DA). Department of Health (DOH), Department of Energy (DOE). Depart

Environment and Natural Resources (DENR). and Department of National

(DND), shall undertake activities geared towards building the capacity 0

and RDIs in commercializing IPs. The DOST as chair and convenor. toget1 r with

DTI and IPO shall jointly issue the necessary guidelines on IP va uation,

commercialization, and information sharing, which may include, but not be

limited to, the following considerations: public benefit and national nterest,

market size, cost and income. Tb,ese guidelines shall be issued within one undred

twenty (120) days from the date of effectivity of this Act.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

ARTICLE X

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

SEe. 22. The administrative procedure for resolving any disput s on the

determination for government ownership shall be provided by the Impl menting

Rules and Regulations of this Act

18



ARTICLEXI

2 MISCELLANEOUS, TRANSITORY, AND FINAL PROVISIONS

3 SEC. 23. Administrativ~, Criminal or Civil Liability. The failure of the

4 GPA or RDl to fulfill its respons.ibilities under this Act, or the violation f any

5 provision by any person, natural or juridical, shall subject the person invo ved to

6 appropriate administrative, criminal, or civil liability, under applicable laws

7 SEC. 24. Congressional Oversight Committee. For the e

8 implementation of this Act, there shall be a Congressional Oversight Com ittee,

9 herein after referred to as the Technology Transfer Oversight Committe , to be

10 composed of five (5) members from the Senate, which shall incl e the

11 Chairpersons or the Senate Committees on Science and Technology, and Tr de and

12 Commerce, and five (5) members from the House of Representatives, whi h shall

13 include the Chairpersons of the. House Committees on Science and Tee nology

14 and Trade and Commerce. The Technology Transfer Oversight Committee shall be

15 jointly chaired by the chairpersons of the Senate and House of Repres ntatives

16 Committees on Science and Technology. The Vice-Chair of the versight

17 Committee shall be jointly held by the Chairpersons of the Senate Com ittee on

18 Trade and Commerce and the House of Representatives Committee on rade and

19 Industry.

20 SEC. 25. Funding. The activities and operational expenses relat d to the

21 implementation of this Act shall ·be funded from the budget appropri tions and

22 other incomes of GFAs and public RDIs. The Heads of the GFAs and p blic RDIs

23 shall include in the agency's program the implementation of this Act.

24 The COA shall exercise its,auditing authority over the funds 0

25 and public RDIs in order to ensure transparency and accountability.
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SEC. 26. Implementing Rules and Regulations. Except where othe se

2 indicated, the DOST and the IPO, with the participation of GF As, RDIs, and ther

3 stakeholders, shall formulate the Implementing Rules and Regulations fo the

4 effective implementation of this Act. The DOST Secretary shall chair the dr fting

5 committee. The Implementing Rules and Regulations shall be issued withi one

6 hundred twenty (120) days after the effectivity of this Act. Copies of the IR shall

7 be submitted to the Committees on Science and Technology of both Hou es of

8 Congress within thirty (30) days after its promulgation, as well as to other

9 appropriate agencies as may be required by law.

10 Nothing in the Implementing Rules and Regulations shall de ogate

11 ownership of any copyright as conferred by the IP Code or other applicabl laws.

12 The IPO shall issue the necessary rules and regulations governing the ow ership

13 of copyrights as conferred by the IP Code or other applicable laws; Provide, That

14 such Implementing Rules and Regulations are consistent with the objec ives of

15 this Act. The IPO shall also issue the Implementing Rules and Regula ions to

16 implement the disclosure requirements stated in Section 8.

17 SEC. 27. Applicability to Intellectual Property Created Under 'sting

18 Laws. The provisions of this Act shall likewise apply to intellectual

19 created under existing laws, including, among others, Republic Act No. 9168 or

20 the 'Philippine Plant Variety Protection Act of2002.'

21 SEC. 28. Repealing Clause. All laws, presidential decrees, executi e orders,

22 presidential proclamations, rules and regulations, or part thereof whic

23 contrary to or inconsistent with this Act are hereby repealed or odified

24 accordingly.
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SEC. 29. Sepqrability Clause. If any provision of this Act is d elared

"2 unconstitutional, the same shall not affect the validity and effectivity of th other

3 provisions hereof.

'I SEe. .'30. Eff'ecti1,iry. This Act shall take effect fifteen (15) clays a ter its

5 complete publication in two (2) newspapers of general circulation.

Approved,
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Atty. Viterbo noted that the present House version of the bill is
Senate 1721 filed by Sen. Angara. His office will draft its own Senate
from the House bill. Sen. Roxas will present this version during a
that slated on the second week of February.
Copies of manifestos and letters of support for the Bill, samples 0 success stories
and failures related to IP protection, and estimates of return to rese rch investments
should be part of the presentation. For the success story, show the r Ie played by the
private investor.
The February hearing will be brief, two hours at the most. A com ittee report will
then be prepared and DOST is requested to draft the report i corporating the
comments and suggestions discussed during the meeting.
As a matter of strategy, Atty Viterbo wants the bill to be as low key as possible,
steering clear of controversies and attracting attention. He tar ets to have the
Senate version passed before the recess in March.
Issues, Comments and Suggestions:

Appendix 1.8 Highlights of Meeting, 8 January 2009

Highlights of Meeting
8 January 2009, 9:00 am
Office of Sen. MAR Roxas
Senate Bldg, PasayCity

In Attendance:

Atty. Bias James Viterbo, Chief of Staff of Sen. MAR Roxas
Atty. Maia Unico, Senate
Atty. Eugeniano Perez, IP Phil
Dr. Albert Aquino, PCARRD
Dr. Bessie Burgos, PCARRD
Mr. Paul Leron, PCARRD
Ms. Anita Tidon, PCARRD

Highlights:

On sharing of benefits

uch better than
ersion taking off
arathon hearing

• For Article V (Revenue Sharing) it may be necessary to me tion the specific
provision in the Magna Carta for S&T workers. The Bill, in e ect, amends the
Magna Carta and steer away of the necessity for accreditatio with DOST.

• The public may not benefit from this initiative particularly f the RDI makes
outright sale of the IP to foreigners. Hence, a provision or lause should be
added on Article III, Section 7 (Responsibilities of GFA), about the benefit to
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the public (to the Filipino people) if the bill is enacted, e.g. th GFA shall "gtve
priority funding for R&D on __ that will redound to benefi the public. ... "

On responsibilities of the RDls

Provide a provision or clause in Section 8 concerning RDI and researcher-

employee relationship as a means to control brain drain.

On IPownership and march-in rights
• If an RDI has a foreign partner, the march-in rights provisio

not apply. The provisions on the Cheaper Medicines Act
particularly for Article II, Section 6(a)

Consult with Sen Angara
• There may be some clients of Sen Angara who might prefe

the House bill that has many safety clauses. Find out his sta
version.

of the bill may
ay be adopted

his version than
ce on the House
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Appendix 1.9 Presentation to the Filipinovation TWG Meeting

S/ide1
Tagline: Creating Wealth from Public R&D
Title: Technology Transfer Act of 2008
Full Title: An Act Promoting the Transfer of Technologies and nowledge from
Research and Development (R&D) Funded by Government

Slide 2

Sponsor of Senate Bill 1721
Senator Edgardo J. Angara
Chair
Senate Committee on Science and Technology

Slide 3 HB 5208
We wish to share with you that the version from the Lower House House Bill 5208
was transmitted to the Senate Trade and Industry Committee afte it was approved
on 17 November 200B. HBS20Bwas sponsored by Rep. Joseph Emili Abaya of the 1st

District of Cavite

Slide 4 Rationale
There is an urgent need to approve this legislative proposal bec
suffers from an uncoordinated technology transfer system and
property rights regime. This is an aspect of the system that
development vis-a-vis our Asian and even our ASEAN neighbors.

use the country
eak intellectual
inders our S&T

Slide 5 Existing Technology Transfer Framework
Let me now describe the country's prevailing Tech Transfer Sys m. Government
funding agencies or GFAs, for example the DOST, give research rants to entities
such as research and development institutes (RDls) and st e colleges and
universities (SCUs). Underthis set-up, most research outputs never et to market for
a number of reasons-among which include the "publish or peris mentality." This
has resulted in alarmingly low patent applications and successfull commercialized
technologies. Concrete examples of these 'failed' technol gies as far as
commercialization or transfer of technology is concerned will be s own to you a bit
later.

Slide 6 Where are we?
A major integral factor in the current system is the amount of in estment poured
into R&D by government and the private sector, which are chan elled to the RDls
throughout the country. So let us look at the national R&D funding attern to give us
a view where we really are.
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'" Available in both tablet and syrup form, it was developed in a overnment RDI
using public funds

• It is marketed as a popular brand name by a local pharmaceut cal company
• Four other pharma company also commercialise this product
• Royalty generated since 1997: PhP 9.7 Million
• The local pharma company generated over 70 million pesos i combined sales

for Sambong and Lagundi in 2007

Slide 7 TITLEONLY
Casesin R&D Commercialization

Slide 8
LAGUNDITABLET/SYRUP
This herbal medicine processed from powdered Lagundi leaves (V tex negundo L.)
has been medically proven to be effective in relieving acute cough a d adult asthma.

Slide 9 SAMBONG TABLET
It is derived from sambong (B/umea balsifera) leaves and proven eff ctive in treating
urethral problems. It is a diuretic used for dissolving kidney stone and those with
edema. The product is marketed was developed in a government RDI using public
funds and is marketed under a popular brand name by a local phar a company. The
royalty generated since 1997 is PhP 16.6 Million.

Slide 10

These are some photos of lagundi plant and tablet

Slide 11AMPALAYA TABLET
(Momordica charantia L.)
The formulation of its makiling variety, which is scientifically valida ed and clinically
tested as safe is promoted by government as an affordable tre ment for type"
diabetes (non-insulin dependent). It is developed and tested in overnment RDI
using public funds. Four adopters signed license agreements to pro uce and market
ampalaya medicine for a term of five (5) years with a fee of PhP 150 000. Royalty fee
is 1.5%of gross domestic sales and another 1.5%for exports sales pa able twice a year
(every march and September).

Slide 12 Natural Nitrogen Fixer
A nitrogen-fixing bacteria (NFB) inoculant associated with the ro
grass talahib (Saccharum spontaneum L.) for rice, com, sugarcan
value vegetables. It is essentially a bacteria that fixes nitroge
substitutes for inorganic fertilizer input from 30-75 percent. It wa
government RDI using public funds. First introduced in
commercialization efforts now being supported by other govern
earned PhP 37 million for the research agency in 2008. Nationwide,
also pouring in revenues to LGUsand private entrepreneurs.

ts of the native
and other high
on topsoil and
developed at a
1990, current

ent agencies. It
ixing plants are
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Slide 13/ssues and Lessons Learned
There are a number of issues surrounding the commercialization of the product.
Foremost of this is that Bio-N is not patented. In fact, it has bee replicated by a
private entity, which now produces similar product is highly vulnera Ie to replication
locally or abroad.

The inventor does not receive royalty (on her own will). And we I arned from this
experience that any invention, innovation, or similar output has t be patented to
avoid more replication. And an agreement between researcher and DI must be clear
especially on revenue sharing.

Slide 14
Let me show you some photos of the product and its production pia t.

Slide 15Natural Plant Growth Hormone
This is another unsuccessful government funded R&D product. his natural plant
growth hormone is a coconut water-based growth hormone and re ulator of plants.
Developed at a government RDI using public funds, it was awarded Patent (# 29753)
under the name of the researcher. The product serves as gro th regulator for
various plants (orchids, banana, ornamental plants, other foliage). It increases yield
of farmers substitute to inorganic fertilizers, reduces carbon emissi ns, and mitigates
the effects of other elements like nitrogen.

Slide 16 Issuesand LessonsLearned
In this case, there are issues that surrounded the product such s: There was no
research agreement between researcher and RDI; The researcher kept the right to
use the process to herself; The researcher claimed that she has r ndered research
work instrumental to the development of the technology outside office terms and
reference, and thus, rightful owner to the patent. It was r alized that R&D
institutions have to ensure their right to the IP and assert their ri ht to intellectual
properties developed within their facilities. RDls need clear guideli es on researcher
obligations. Contracts must state IP provisions on R&Dresults.

Slide 17 Bio-PesticideThefirst biological control product against th root-rotting and
gall-forming plant parasitic nematodes using fungal species ca led Paecilomyces
anisopliae that attack vegetables, potato, banana, and citrus. Developed at a
government RDI using public funds and was later patented t the researcher
assigned to RDI (US). It helps in the control of the prolifer tion of parasitic
nematodes common in vegetables, potato, banana, citrus, pinea pie, etc. The bio-
pesticide is a practical substitute for the highly toxic and expen ive chemical and
Nematicides. This product was first transferred for commercializa ion to a group of
Filipino investors and later on tied up with an Australian firm.

Slide 18(Continuation)
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A legal battle ensued between the Australian firm and its ma keting partners
regarding ownership of the technology in which the former regai position of the
technology. Later, it tied up with a German private compa y, which now
commercializes the product.

Among the issues include:
• Right to commercialize the technology in the Philippines b came source of

dispute
• Absence of applicable local law on patenting of microorgan sm at that time
• Circumstantial loss of interest to go after royalties due to Ie al complications

in AustraliaSlide 19 Lessons Learned

We have learned that contracts pertaining to IP matters have to be lear to all parties
involved. Specific IP provisions have to be stipulated in contracts. In entor's claim for
the technology should be asserted, aside from royalties. Moreove RDls should be
vigilant with their IPRand should be trained on tech transfer negoti ions.

Slide 20 RP Patent Landscape
From highlighting cases, let us look at actual IP protection data fro IPO Philippines
from 2000 to 2007. In terms of number of patents, it showed that j a span of seven
years, more than 20 twenty thousand patents were filed and roughly alf of these were
granted.

Slide 21 Three-Year Patent Landscape
A more saddening scenario for domestic lPR protection is the ree-year patent
landscape in the country, which showed that in 2005, only 15 10 al patents were
granted from the almost 2 thousand patents registered that year. And in the same
year, no university and RDI has been granted a patent" other tha IRRI. The same
goes in 2006 where only 24 of the 1, 200 patents granted were a tributed to local
technologies.

Slide 22 Three-Year Patent Landscape
In 2007, 28 were granted to local technologies and still, no univ rsity or RDI was
granted except for one courtesy of ITDI-DOST.These data show t at there is still so
much to be done in terms of protecting our intellectual pro erty rights and
commercializing our technologies. This is if we rate our pace nd achievement
against that of the USthrough their policy on tech transfer.

Slide 23 Successof the Bayh-Dole Act:
In terms of policy, let me share to you some of the highlights of su cess of the Bayh-
Dole Act of the US in which this Bill has been based.
National Results
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• $40 billion in economic activity that supported more than 2 0, 000 jobs with
5,724spinoffs since 1980

• 628 start-ups and 4, 932 licenses in 2006

Slide 24 (Continuation)
We can see some of the beneficial effects of the Law.
In 1980, universities received 495 patents and increased tremend usly to 3,278 in
2005. Between 1998 and 2005, there were 3,641 new products cre ted which have
great impacts to society. Among these include Taxol, Cisplatin, sy thetic penicillin,
Hepatatis B vaccine, Avian Flu vaccine, clean water technologies human growth
hormones, etc.

Slide 25(Continuation)
There were 191 respondents in the AUTM survey in 2005 that received 17,382
invention disclosures. IT almost doubled the 1996 figure. In additio ,there were 122
university and hospital nos started between 1986 and 1999; the quivalent of the
Technology Licensing Office.
It was also estimated that 30%of NASDAQ Stock Market value cam from university-
based, federally funded research results, which might ne er have been
commercialized had it not for the Bayh Dole Act.

Slide 26 Proposed Reforms in Tech Transfer
Compared to the existing set-up, the proposed Bill ensures tha all government-
funded research outputs will be commercialized. It addressed he problems on
ownership, royalties, and IP management. It also allows cre tion of spin-off
companies that could help boost economic development and jo s creation. More
importantly, government enunciates primacy of tech transfer vis-a-vis income
earnings, provides management of conflict of interests, and als provides public
(open) access policy

Slide 27 Salient Provisions
These proposed reforms are now embodied in the Bill. Let me sha e with you some
of its salient provisions for your consideration.

Slide 28 IPROwnership
", :j ..•....•

;.. ;;'.,

v:: ::." ~.

Ownership of IPRs derived from any research, funded in whole r in part by GFA,
shall be assigned to the RDI that actually implemented the research
This piece of legislation, once and for all, clarifies the long exi ting issues on IP
ownership. RDls are in better position to manage the IPHs.

Slide 29 Revenue Sharing
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Revenues become one of the hottest areas of dispute once a tec nology has been
commercialized. Here, we are addressing such problem.
Revenues from technology transfer and commercialization shall e allocated and
shared according to the research funding agreement. It is importan that before one
performs any R&D activity, a contract with clear provisions on revenue sharing
should be formalized.

Slide 30 On Joint Funding
In a case of a joint funding agreement it is better that the followi
present:

• RDI or GFA shall be entitled to shares of revenues, unless aived by the GFA
in writingRDI shall disclose to GFA all potential IPRs generat d and obtain full
protection for these potentiallPRs RDI must share at least 0% of revenues it
earns from IPRsnet of IPR management-related expenses w th the concerned
researcher(s) from IPR;

• Revenues from IPR of the RDI must be reported to the FA and may be
subject to confidentiality.

Slide 31 IPRCommercialization by Researcher
One unique feature of this Bill is on giving researchers option to be ntrepreneurs.
An RDI may allow its researcher-employee to create or join a pin-off company
provided that the researcher-employee takes a leave of absence ithout pay for a
period of one year, renewable for another year. He can also be detailed or be in
secondment to the company where the technology is transferred.

Slide 32On Revolving Fund
Another innovation in proposed system is that public RDls shall e allowed to use
revenues derived from transfer of IPRsfor but not limited to the fol owing:
• Defray IP management costs/expenses;
• Fund R&D, 5&T capacity building, and technology transfer activiti s; and
• Operation of TLOs

SHde 33 Continuation
A safety net has been set for this. That is why, all rev nues from IPR
commercialization shall accrue to a revolving fund established b the public RDI,
provided, that a portion of it shall be remitted to the Bureau of Treasury and
according to a schedule of remittance to be established.

Slide 34 Continuation
What we have here is another concern that has been addressed by he Bill.
In case the revenues after payment of all costs and expenses for PR management,
including the payment of royalties to other parties, shall exceed 0% of the annual
budget of the RDI, then a minimum of 70% of the excess revenues shall be remitted
to the Bureau of Treasury, provided, that the GFA has solely fun ed the research.
However, this shall not apply to SUCsby virtue of their fiscal autonomy.
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Slide 35 Institutional Mechanisms
In case the revenues after payment of all costs and expenses for I R management,
including the payment of royalties to other parties, shall exceed 1 % of the annual
budget of the RDI, then a minimum of 70%of the excess revenues hall be remitted
to the Bureau of Treasury, provided, that the GFA has solely fund d the research.
However, this shall not apply to sues by virtue of their fiscal autono y.

Slide 36 Public Access Policy
Here comes another unique feature of the Bill which states that RD sand GFAsshall
promote and facilitate the cost-effective sharing of and access to echnologies and
knowledge generated from government-funded R&D. This c n be done by
developing appropriate policies and procedures on public acces , which shall be
made known to the public.

Slide 37 Dispute Resolution
Disputes would arise no matter what especially those that concer ownership. The
Bill states that the IRR shall provide for the administrative proced re for resolving
any disputes on the determination for government ownership. To protect the
integrity of the IPRs, confidentiality of the process of determina ion and dispute
resolution shall be maintained, insofar as it does not prejudice the rights of the RDI
or researcher to due process.

Slide 38
Thank You!
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Appendix 2.0 Highlights of the Senate Hearing on Tech Transfer on 7 May 2009

Committee on Trade and Commerce
Joint with Committee on Science and Technology

1 P.M. Wednesday, 27 May 2009
Sen. Pecson Room, 2/L Senate of the Philippines

Agenda: SBN1721and 2595; HBN 5208- Technology Transfer Bills

Attendance

Present: Hon Mar Roxas- Chairman
Hon. Panfilo Lacson

Resource Persons for DOST:

Dr. Estrella Alabastro, DOSTSecretary
Dr. Bessie Burgos, TOPD-PCARRDDirector
Dir. Bernie Justimbaste, PES
Ms. Merlita Opefia, PCHRD
Atty. Eugeniano Perez, IPO Philippines Project Direct r

At 1:06 P.M. Hon. Mar Roxas, chair of the Committee on Trade and Commerce called
the meeting to order.

The Chairman introduced the two versions of the Tech Transfer Bil pursuant to SBN
1721and SBN 2595 filed by Sen. Angara and Legarda respectively.

He acknowledged the pathfinder work undertaken by the H R on HBN 5208
sponsored by Congo Abaya, et al. and the presence of See. Ala astro as the key
resource person for the bill.

Sen. Lacson mentioned his support to DOST's undertakings and c mmitted support
for the immediate passage of the bill.

Dr. Burgos presented the rationale and salient provisions of 5 N 1721 and HBN
52oB.The Chairman noted the need for such measure.

On ownership of the IP:
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DA was amenable to have the RDls own the IP through assignme t. The Chairman
acknowledged this asone input.

On safeguarding public interest:

Since there are two different provrsions on this, the compuls
assumption of ownership by government, the Chairman inquired
should be preferred.

ry licensing and
hich mechanism

Atty. Perez sided the assumption of ownership by governme t given specific
circumstances. He also cited the existing provision in the IP Cod on compulsory
licensing. See.Alabastro described this asthe march in rights, wher casesof national
security are at hand.

The Chairman agreed but registered reservation on the march i
compensation issues.He queried on how would the commercialize
if government re-assume ownership of the technologies and how
compulsory licensing since government has ultimate right to assu
the IP.

Some considerations he cited:

rights, pending
be compensated
ill it differ from
e ownership of

There is the assumption of a one-level or one-step progression in he R&D. What if
that R&D has now been attached to other R&D products that ar not government
owned? Sothe logic that government funded it does not apply.

What is the position of government in clawing back the technol gy? Should the
government out rightly takeover the possession to such techn logies or accord
compensation given public interest? But can government to som extend afford to
payor will it out rightly take over the control to such technologies?

The Chairman pointed that "the only time we can really sort 0 retake or regain
ownership is if there have been a greedious withholding of the te hnology from the
public domain. He left this issuefor resolution with the TWG.

Revenue sharing:

The Chairman manifested that it's hard to put into law that 40 pe cent goes to the
researcher since it is also hard to apportion economic benefit, in this his case, the
researcher, when we don't know the extent of their contribution, nd in some cases,
it's shared R&Dwork.

He also cited the bulk of investment of government, say a bill on-dollar nuclear
reactor, should the researcher really take the 40 percent of the rev nue. He however
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proposed to open the sharing to negotiations. Sec. Alabastro then uggested if this
matter could be detailed in the IRR.

Ensuring commercialization:

The Chairman proposed that instead of having SUCs establish TL s or IP Offices,
DOSTshould be the one assisting them during negotiations with t chnology takers
since it has the capability, aside from assisting them in protecti g the IPs. See.
Alabastro then proposed that SUCs could group into clusters or m ybe DOST could
act on SUC's behalf on the interim. #

To fully understand how the Bill should be working, the Chairman u ed the sambong
drug case and sought clarification on how can it be applied with r spect to specific
provisions of the bill.

See. Alabastro cited the 40 percent minimum share for research r from the total
share of the RDI according to the research agreement, as the mand ted setup in the
bill. Accordingly, under the new law, it's the RDI that will negotiate ith the takers.

The Chairman asked on how do we ensure that UP Manila or he RDI has the
capability and competency to negotiate with the takers. See.Alabas ro said that GFA
still has oversight provision over the technology. The Chairman mai tained that such
provision should be proactive enough to avoid under valuation consi ering that many
RDls still don't have negotiation skills and competency.

Accordingly, he proposed that DOST should be at the forefront of egotiations or at
least take part in facilitating such negotiations until such time that RDls are already
competent to do it their own.

Moreover, the Chairman warned that 'under valuation' of govern ent assets, say
government funded technology could incur possible culpability with the
Ombudsman. He then stressed that if needed, we could incl de a provision
pertaining to this concern, whereby D05T will internally or in any arrangement with
help maybe from DTI, ensure proper valuation of the technologies.

Disclosure:

The Chairman proposed for a provision requiring RDI to co-publish their discoveries
for public knowledge, especially if these are useful to the pu lie. Disclose not
necessarily on journals but at least for the public to know that th re exists such a
technology and this is different from disclosure with IPO. This is to avoid the
knowledge being locked up in RDls or foreigners taking advantage of this untapped
research results. The Chairman also observed that the public access policy seemed to
be passively written.
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Spin-off:

The Chairman asked on how do we impose some standards a d uniformity of
standards when it comes to spinning-off technologies. Again he poi ted out the need
to ensure capability of GFAs,particularly DOST in terms of valuatio and negotiation,
probably with assistance from DTI and the Department of Finance. e then proposed
for a provision on this before going to the floor.

Ownership of spin-offs:

On the provision of ownership of spin-off belonging to Filipinos, th Chairman noted
that the very point of the law is to commercialize. Regardless of wh owns it, what is
important who's willing to take it for future public use, saying t at technology is
supposed to be cross border. Citing that this provision might be limiting: either you'll
get paid less for our discoveries since this is only what a Filipino co pany can afford
or you'll have dummy companies, hence, he suggested that this ma be reconsidered
since we are creating the environment for the circumvention and u dermining of our
own laws. He pointed further that the way to protect our inte est is we charge
properly for it.

TWG:

The Chairman then enjoined the body for the creation of a TWG to efine and finalize
the Senate version prior to its presentation in the plenary, usin SBN 1721 as the
reference version but with cognizance with the discussions of the day and the
provisions of HBN 5208. The TWG to be chaired by Usee. dela Pe a is expected to
convene as soon as possible with DOST as coordinating agency to refine the Senate
version.

He will then call for a small meeting with the TWG to brief him of th polished version
before it is converted into a committee report and presented in pie ary.

Final Remarks;

In principle, the Bill is okay with him, pending some concerns, the two major issues
namely: proper valuation of technology and technology ownership.

The session for SBN1721 and 2595 was adjourned.
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